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FOEEWORD
"I believe in boys and girls, the men and women of a great tomorrow;

#hat whatever the boy soweth the man shall reap. I believe in the

curse of ignorance, in the efficacy of schools, in the dignity of teach-

ing, and in the joy of serving others. I believe in wisdom as revealed in.

human lives as well as in the pages of a printed book; in lessons taught

not so much by precept as by example; in ability to work with the hands,

as well as to think with the head; in everything that makes life large and
:lovely. I believe in beauty in the schoolroom, in the home, in daily life,

and in out of doors. I believe in laughter, in love, in faith, in all ideals

and distant hopes that lure us on. I believe that every hour of every

day we receive a just reward for all we are and all we do. I believe in

the present and its opportunities, in the future and its promises and in

the divine joy of living."
E. O. GROVER.

Kenmore, N. Y., February, 1911.

\POLESCENCE—what is it? Why is it im-

portant? Wherein does it differ from other

periods of a child's life? These and similar ques-

tions are being asked by thoughtful parents and

teachers today as they look out upon the mass of

boys and girls just entering manhood and woman*
hood, some of whom give promise of lives of in-

tegrity and usefulness, while others alas! are

drifting into shiftlessness and crime.

"Adolescence" is a comparatively new word
and signifies the period bounded, loosely speak-

ing, by the years twelve and twenty-five. This

book treats only of the first half of the period,

as the years from twelve to eighteen form the

most difficult time in which to deal with the grow-

ing boy and girl. Ifthese years are safely passed,
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VIII FOREWORD

the latter part of the period may be trusted to

take care of itself.

The period has been variously styled thus : the

"richest period of life" because of the numerous
elements that enter into it; the " storm and stress"

period ; the time of physical, mental and spiritual

new birth; the period of the soul's awakening;

the entrance of the individual to the life of inde-

pendence and unselfish deeds; the "golden age of

life, in which enthusiasm, sympathy, generosity

and curiosity are at their strongest and best."

It might also be called the period of contrasts and
contradictions, for it holds great promise for good

and tremendous possibilities for crime; it is the

period most open to religious conviction and most
troubled by doubts ; it marks both the heights and

depths of the soul's strivings.

What the man or woman will be is largely de-

termined by the training and environment at this

time. If the training is to be wise and sym-

pathetic, the active boy, the emotional girl, must

be studied and understood by the parents. Never

less than at this time should two children be

treated alike. The physical condition, the intel-

lectual bent, the emotional tendencies, the re-

ligious convictions of each separate child must be

understood before the parent or teacher can guide

successfully the young lives just emerging from
childhood.



FOREWORD IX

It is with the hope that some busy parents and

teachers who have not the time to keep abreast

of the many current child study articles may find

help in , understanding individual children by
means of the principles and suggestions herein

gathered from many sources, that this book is

written. That it may prove an inspiration to fur-

ther study and keener observation of human life

at its critical stage and a guide at some difficult

point, is the earnest wish of

The Writer.
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Introduction

SOME of the articles which follow in the book

entitled "The Boy and Girl: Period of Ado-

lescence," have already appeared in the pages of

American Motherhood under the title of "The
Period of Adolescence."

It was the popularity of these articles here that

created the necessity of putting them into more
permanent form. Hundreds of letters have come

to the office of American Motherhood asking if

Miss Fish's articles were yet in book form.

Mothers' Clubs, Child-Study Clubs, Teachers'

Associations and various other organizations have

called for them.

We believe that in placing this book before the

public we have added a most valuable feature to

the literature already provided for the study of

the child. There are none too many books on this

phase of child life. Every other period has been

treated in a thousand different ways, but it is left

for the real student of child psychology to enter

into the mysteries of the adolescent period.

Miss Fish is a graduate from a four-years'

course at the Hartford School of Eeligious Peda-

gogy. She has had every advantage of training

which would fit one for this work. She has also

had direct experience in dealing with children of

XIII



XIV INTRODUCTION

adolescent age, both in church, and Sunday school

work, and in organizing boys' and girls' clubs.

She speaks with authority and also makes her

writing interesting and intensely readable.

Parents, teachers, all students of the child, all

guardians of child life will find both information

and inspiration in this little volume. The author

has given years of earnest preparation to the work.

She has studied, observed, thought and written.

The result of her sincere efforts is the book now
offered. We send it forth with the hope that it

may shed light on a subject which even the closest

of child students has found difficult.

Della Thompson Lutes,

Editor of American Motherhood.



The Boy and Girl

Adolescent Period

CHAPTEE I.

GROWTH:

Development—change—mental inertia—laziness—irritability—the "smart
age."

AS we observe boys and girls about twelve

years old, perhaps the feature which first

attracts our attention is the sudden shooting up-

ward of stature, like young plants after a warm
spring rain. "I can not keep Mary's dresses long

enough/' or "John's arms will persist in out-

growing his sleeves" is a complaint often uttered

by busy mothers. And this growth, oftentimes

sudden and unexpected, is natural, for the phy-

sical organism is gathering all its forces for the

mighty revolutions so soon to come, and the first

effect of this increased activity is greater height

and weight. Dr. Hall says,

"The annual rate of growth in height, weight
and strength is increased and often doubled and
even more. # * * Bones and muscles lead all other
tissues, as if they vied with each other ; and there
is frequent flabbiness or tension as one or the other
leads. Nature arms youth for conflict with all the
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resources at her command-—speed, power of
shoulders, biceps, back, leg, jaw—strengthens and
enlarges skull, thorax, hips, makes man more ag-

gressive and prepares woman's frame for ma-
ternity.

' J

Girls shoot up rapidly from twelve to fourteen

and boys usually from fourteen to sixteen, al-

though we have all seen many boys of thirteen

as tall as those of sixteen. Too early or too ex-

treme growth may cause languor or heart weak-

ness and in such cases the boy or girl should be

carefully watched and not allowed too active ex-

ercise for a year or two.

If the muscles grow faster than the skeleton,

the youth becomes clumsy and awkward, " lacks
control of his movements, runs against every-

thing, drops whatever he touches and tumbles over

it in trying to pick it up. '
' Although he may not

show it, he is very sensitive to ridicule of his

clumsiness and needs sympathy to tide him over.

If the bones increase in size rapidly, " growing

pains" result from the unwonted stretching of

the muscles.

As the boy groWs angular, the girl gains in

muscular tissue, the hollows fill out and she begins

to grow attractive-looking. Many causes may
hinder this normal growth, however. Dr. Stuart

H. Eowe, in his book entitled "The Physical Na-
ture of the Child/ ' cites the following causes of
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defective growth: "Inadequate food and cloth-

ing, injuries and diseases, over-stimulating or

under-stimulating environment" (because of too

much or too little nervous activity), "artificial re-

straint, and untimely toil." Of course, if there

is hereditary tendency to shortness of stature,,

as in the Japanese race as a whole, conditions-

favoring normal growth may be perfect and the-

youth still remain undersized.

With this external growth come development

and change in the internal organs. The arteries

and heart increase in size which causes better cir-

culation, the skin grows more sensitive, and sight,

smell and taste become keener. Enlargement of

the larynx and elongation of the vocal chords

cause the boy's voice to change. The beard be-

gins to show itself in "adolescent down," the

shape of the head changes and the features take

their final form. The change in features is often

quite marked and if this occurs it is important,

for it frequently indicates change of character and

disposition. By noticing carefully development

or under-development of the various facial mus-
cles, one may form a fair idea of the kind of dis-

position that is in the making. The changes in

the sex organs of both boys and girls are the

most important and lead to health or disease,

both mental and physical, according to proper or

improper development and care.
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With all these physical changes to use up the

vitality of the embrj^o man and woman, is it any

wonder that the mental forces are at times inac-

tive and indolent? The brain reaches its complete

size at thirteen or fourteen and the efforts of

nature in other directions seem to exhaust for

a while the powers of the mind and our boys and

girls have periods of stupidity and dullness ap-

parently unaccountable. Laziness and spells of

languor frequently manifest themselves, due to

the fatigue naturally accompanying rapid growth

and all the other changes. With the normal boy

and girl these spells will soon pass and extreme

activity take their place.

Some undesirable traits are the outgrowth of

all this upheaval of mind and body. Perhaps the

most trying to parents are irritability and stub-

bornness. Even in the best brought up children

there will be times when crossness, sullenness and

stubbornness will crop out. They may come, from

internal causes—the youth has " queer feelings'

'

and does not know why, feels at odds with himself

and all the world, loses self-control and becomes

cranky and disagreeable,—or they may be the re-

sult of delicate constitution or over-strained

nerves. How unpleasant it is to enter a home
where there are several children of adolescent age

and hear them find fault with each other and with

the mother and to see the sullen and disagree-
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able manner in which the necessary duties are

performed ! Snch a condition of affairs can surely

be avoided, even with some allowance made for

a little crankiness now and then. In one family

a girl of fifteen, brought up as an only child, (and

"only" children seem more prone to "cranki-

ness" than others), very seldom manifests this ir-

ritability. And why? Because when it first be-

gan to crop out, she was reasoned with, told how
unpleasant it was to have her around at such

times, how unhappy she made the home folks who
were doing their best for her, that she should use

self-control and not give way to her feelings. The
consequence is, while some of her schoolmates

are fretful, disagreeable and selfish, she is gain-

ing a happy way of doing things and learning to

be unselfish by doing willingly what her home
folks desire.

When delicate health is the cause of irritabil-

ity, care of the physical well-being, patience, love,

reasoning and teaching self-control will do much
toward tiding the weak one over the trying times

and making him better able to resist weakness

of body and mind.

Another trying trait is the "know it all" spirit.

John will not be guided by his father because he

thinks him "old fogyish"; Mary will not listen

to mother 's warnings in threatening weather be-

cause she "knows it won't rain," and consequent-
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ly comes home soaking wet with a cold to follow.

Learning by experience is the surest teacher, if

only it were not such a perilous one at times. If

John and Mary would learn future wisdom after

one experience, then we could risk giving them
their own way for the sake of the lesson. But some-
times so many lessons seem to be needed that the

risk is too great and when reasoning and appeals

to love for the parents fail in matters of health

or morals, then command must be resorted to

until these positive natures have learned, by the

inevitable results of certain deeds, to value their

own opinions less and that of their elders more.

With the "know it all" spirit comes showing
off and boastfulness. They develop out of grow-

ing self-consciousness and are usually short-lived.

Both sexes are conscious of the dawning of new
powers within them and the strong nature wishes

to exhibit these as soon as possible. Amusing con-

ceit is often the outcome which, if allowed to de-

velop unchecked, may lead to vanity and an over-

bearing conceit very undesirable. A few "takings

down" by the wise parent will cause this "bump-
tiousness" to ooze out gradually and in a year or

two the youth will be much ashamed of his sudden
burst of smartness.

But self-confidence must not be wholly de-

stroyed, for it is one of the foundation stones of

success. A proper estimate of himself, based on
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the honest acknowledgment of his possibilities,

talents and weaknesses, will keep the youth on the

middle ground between that humility which, will

prevent his making any ventures at all and the

boastfulness and pride which will cause him to

over-estimate his abilities and thus invite* failure.

Along with the smart age comes the slang age,

for the expanding mind craves expression in

some strong and novel way. Many parents are

distressed because their boys and girls pick up at

this time all kinds of inelegant and extravagant

expressions. If the training in refined language

has been thorough throughout childhood, this

slang phase will soon drop away if not encour-

aged.

When appearing in the normal child, these var-

ious unpleasant traits incident to growth and de-

velopment need cause no great anxiety, for most
of them are only on the surface—excrescences, as

it were—and with careful guidance will either

pass away altogether or find their own proper

places as necessary parts of the complex thing we
call character.

<**$*



CHAPTEE II.

CARE OF THE BODY

Necessity of teaching physiology and hygiene of the body—teaching
sex—teaching dangers of neglect—disease—bad habits—benefits

from the gymnasium.

PEEHAPS no study is apt to be so overlooked

and neglected by young people as that of

the body,—that complex, delicately-balanced or-

ganism which is so easily thrown out of working
order. It seems so hard for boys and girls to

learn that it does not denote "fussiness" and
"old maidism" to look out for the body but that

it is a duty as important as learning their daily

lessons. For some inexplicable reason, they do

dislike to wear rubbers or carry an umbrella when
it is not actually storming or to be well protected

from cold.

And because of this carelessness and indiffer-

ence on the part of the youths themselves the re-

sponsibility of the parents to teach the laws of

the body and the necessity for obeying them is ad-

ditionally heavy. A clean, healthy body usually

means a clean soul, for care of the abiding-place

of the immortal spirit shows self-respect and self-

respect is one of the first incentives to right liv-

ing.

So, parents, begin to teach your children when
8
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they are small to care for their bodies. Pre-

pare them step by step for the great changes at

adolescence and at eleven or twelve begin to im-

press upon them the need of absolute cleanliness,

watchful care and self-denial if they would have

strong, vigorous bodies in mature life. True
knowledge of the sexual organs—their use and
the dangers of misuse and neglect—will be a safe-

guard against those practices which are the great-

est menace to the health of our youth today and
arise oftener from ignorance than from vicious-

ness. Teach the girl how dangerous it is to get

damp feet during the menstrual period—that the

impurities which should come away naturally may
be forced back into the system by undue exposure

of the body and the seeds of consumption thus

sown. Cases are on record of girls who have

been careless at these times and have died within

a week. Yet how many mothers permit their girls

to go with low "pumps" on their feet in cold or

damp weather, regardless of their delicate con-

dition at the time, and then wonder why their

girls are pale, anaemic or consumptive! Even
if such exposure does not result fatally, much
suffering in future years often follows. A girl

of intelligent family, whose mother died when she

was about fourteen, was taught nothing by her

older sisters about the dangers of wet feet during

the menstrual periods and used to wade in water
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or skate three miles to school and back when in

that condition. Consequently, as she grew up and

even after maturity she suffered agonies during

the menstrual periods^

Anaemia and hysteria are perhaps the most
common diseases to guard against in the girl and

evil sexual practices in the boy. The symptoms of

anaemia are too well-known to require enumerat-

ing here ; I will merely mention a few causes and
general treatment. Bad blood, due to improper

nourishment or lack of good air, poor circulation

or too much nervous and emotional strain are fre-

quent causes. The first step in the cure of severe

cases should be to relieve the nervous strain, even

if that means taking the child entirely out of

school. Then send her "back to nature' ' to re-

cuperate—turn her out of doors, give her garden

work to do or any other occupation, such as study-

ing and collecting wild flowers, that will bring her

in close touch with the great earth-mother. Nour-

ish with blood-making foods, insist upon plenty

of sleep and if necessary obtain a doctor's

prescription to build up the general system.

In very nervous girls, hysteria is a frequent

companion of anaemia. Dr. Francis Warner, in

his book "The Study of Children," says:

"The child's thoughts are concentrated on her-
self. Early detection of this tendency is import-
ant, that you may check its growth : avoid exhaus-
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tion as from late hours; physical exercise and
early rising are to be recommended; try and im-
prove any irregularities in movements or faulty
postures of the body. As children advance in

years, more work must be done leading to a mod-
erate sense of fatigue, but signs of fatigue in the
morning mean' something wrong. As the child is

growing up, educational training should be con-
tinued and should include wider interests, teaching
thoughtfulness for others and at the same time
the principle of self-control and some obedience
to the laws of health, which in part replace the

arbitrary submission to control looked for in early

childhood. If at adolescence there be any de-

pression, lassitude and weakness, these should not
be met by the use of alcohol, tea, or other stimu-

lants."

Anaemia may occur in boys but is not usual.

Where growth has been early or exceedingly rapid

great lassitude, an inability to hold himself up

and loss of mental power may be noticed. A boy

of fourteen, who has grown very rapidly, is so

run down that he has been taken out of school

and sent to the bracing air of the mountains to

recuperate. But in this case, another cause is

at work against him, for the smoking habit has

laid its grip upon him and unless this is broken

his recovery must necessarily be retarded.

Probably the strongest safe-guard against the

perversion of the sexual elements is knowledge of

self given in a matter-of-fact, healthy manner by
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the father to the boy. Dr. Stuart H. Eowe, in his

book "The Physical Nature of the Child, " says:

"It is the duty of the parent to lead the child

to confide in him, to forestall his difficulties, and
to make it not only possible but easy for the child

to come to him. It is a standing shame and men-
ace both to the health and morals of our Ameri-
can youth that the child is left to learn through
debased and bad-minded associates that which
should come from a pure and trusted source. In
the meantime, through sheer ignorance, he is ex-

posed to evil habits."

And these evil habits, contracted, probably, be-

cause the parent has shirked or shifted his duty,

are such as to undermine the physical and mental

strength of the boy, hinder normal growth, and

dull the mind and memory. The boy thus loses

his birthright which is, to know himself that he

may teach himself lessons of self-control and

cleanness of living.

Dr. Marro, an Italian writer on puberty, men-

tions four things as essential in sex hygiene:

namely, good nutrition, proper clothing, healthy

mental environment and physical exercise. By
"healthy mental environment" is meant right

minded associates, good books and moral and up-

lifting home surroundings.

Begarding physical exercise as related to sex

hygiene, Dr. Eowe says, again:

"Work or constant employment is one of the
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important features of sex hygiene. It takes the

adolescent from himself, and tends to widen out

his interests and ideals. It is strange that parents,

do not more generally see to it that their children

are always interestedly employed. '
' I believe this

word " interestedly" is used advisedly. Drudgery
and heavy work will not necessarily prevent the

adolescent from falling into evil habits. On the

contrary, when the pressure of enforced occupa-

tion which is not to his liking is removed, he may
the more readily seek relief in questionable com-

panions and be led into pernicious habits. Give

him plenty of athletics, opportunities to earn

some, if not all, of his allowance, some responsibil-

ity in the management of the home (such as doing

the chores) and any other employment which will

keep either mind or body occupied and which, if

possible, lies along the line of his interests.

For boys and girls alike, the gymnasium, right-

ly conducted, will prove beneficial. Dr. G. Stan-

ley Hall says, in his book entitled "Youth," "The
modern gymnasium performs its chief service dur-

ing adolescence and is one of the most beneficent

agencies of which not a few, but every youth»

should make large use." If, after thorough ex-

amination, the organs of the body ^re found nor-

mal then the boy and girl can safely be permitted

the intricate exercises of the gymnasium, always,

however, under the supervision of an intelligent
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teacher who will watch individuals and know when
the fatigne point is reached. The exercises to be

really helpful should be taken in a well ventilated

room and be such as to allow freedom to all the

organs and muscles of the body, send the blood

leaping through the veins and into every tiny

capillary, straighten stooping shoulders, correct

wrong habits of sitting, standing, walking and
running, and with all this give spontaneous en-

joyment through the expenditure of surplus

energy.

With the laws of hygiene thoroughly understood

and the dangers of neglect and bad habits con-

stantly impressed, surely our boys and girls will

learn to look out for themselves more and be glad

to relieve the already full heart and hands of

the conscientious mother who feels she must be

tv atching constantly to see if feet, throat and head

are properly protected.



CHAPTER III.

cabe of the body ( continued)

Bathing—diet—exercise—sleep—dress.

TOO much can hardly be said in favor of cold

baths and swimming at this age. * * # Cold
bathing sends the blood inward, partly by the
cold * * * and partly by the pressure of the
water, * # * quickens the activity of kidneys, lungs
and digestive apparatus. This and the removal
of the products of excretion * * * lessen the lia-

bility to skin diseases, promote freshness of com-
plexion; and the moral effects of plunging into

cold and supporting the body in deep water is

not inconsiderable in strengthening a spirit of

hardihood and reducing overtenderness to sen-

sory discomforts."

Thus Dr. Hall voices his opinion of the benefits

of cold bathing, especially swimming. But with

this, as with all general rules, individuals must
be studied. If a child does not react properly

from a cold bath,—that is, if the finger nails are

blue and the skin has the " goose-flesh " appear-

ance—try the tepid or sponge bath, accompanied

by a vigorous rubbing. A dry rub with a crash

towel is an excellent substitute for water when for

any reason the bath must be omitted. This does

not refer to the weekly bath for cleanliness—that

is not sufficient to give tone and vigor to the body.

15
"
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A daily five-minute bath, taken night or morning

—

the cold bath preferably in the morning upon ris-

ing—keeps the skin in good working condition.

When one realizes that from one to one and a half

pints of effete matter pass through the skin in

twenty-four hours, the necessity for keeping the

pores open need not be emphasized. Exposure

to dampness, failure to change clothing when
soiled or damp, lack of sufficient protection from
cold to keep the skin warm and active/ as well as

neglect of bathing, are all causes of imperfect

skin action which will, in turn, give bad com-

plexion and other ailments.

Another requisite for good health which young

people should be taught attention to is the diet.

"Artificial feeding in infancy and in later life

the use of baker's bread among the poor, foods
' prepared for sale and not for use' are prominent

causes of stunted growth. In wealthy families

frequently no better results are obtained because

the child is so often allowed to select the food

which pleases him most rather than what is set

before him." As a case in point, I cite the fol-

lowing : A wealthy woman, mother of three chil-

dren, was heard to remark that she did not be-

lieve in stinting children on food. She let them
have what they wanted and all they wanted. Hap-
pening to be near her and her family in a restau-

rant one day, I could not help noticing what they
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ordered. The boy of twelve ordered for his first

course baked custard and ate it immediately ! Then
followed chicken salad and various viands calcu-

lated to give fat—and poor digestion. Is it any

wonder that all the children of this family are un-

duly fat, with flabby muscles and dull counten-

ances betokening inactive brains ?

In the healthy youths of this age, the digestion

should be normal so that most foods taken by

adults willbe digested by them. But while this

is true, not all foods should be allowed. Tea and

coffee, stimulants and spices, rich pastry and

sweetmeats, besides being of little real food value

are positively injurious to the system. The love

of pickles among school girls is proverbial. A
moderate amount of them may be allowed but as

the craving for acid is at the foundation of this

love, lemonade and acid fruits will help to satisfy

and be far more wholesome.

Dr. Caroline Wormeley Latimer, in her book en-

titled "Girl and Woman,"—a very able and sug-

gestive treatment, by the way, of the adolescent

girl and a book which mothers everywhere will find

helpful—says

:

"Youth requires a liberal supply of nourishing
food to meet the demands of growth and develop-

ment, especially of the so-called proteid foods,

represented by meat, eggs and milk, because this

class of food supplies the nitrogen required by
the muscles in abundance. Other kinds of food,
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however, are needed,—in fact, the more varied the
diet the better, provided the food is simple, of
good quality, and properly cooked. Fruit should
be liberally provided. It is not, as some persons
seem to think, a luxury, acceptable only for its

agreeable qualities; it is a necessary article of

diet. Certain organic salts, much needed in the

body, are largely supplied by means of it and it

is of the utmost service in keeping the bowels
open. Sweet things in moderation and of good
quality are good for almost all girls."

Strong dislikes for certain foods may be taken

at this time, which can often be overcome by a

careful preparation of the disliked article or some-

thing of very nearly the same food value may be

substituted. For example, cocoa may be used

where milk is refused. "Fussiness," however,

should not be allowed, as catering to it at home
makes the boy or girl an uncomfortable guest

later, and, more than that, he is likely to discard

the necessary food for the sweetmeats and

delicacies. What a boy or a girl will become in ma-

turity in the matter of likes and dislikes, of health

of body and of mind, is very largely determined

by the diet during this period. Eating between

meals is objectionable, for it gives the digestive

apparatus no rest and takes away the appetite

for the meal at the proper time.

In the matter of exercise, modern education en-

courages the combination of mental and physical
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activities, for a brilliant mind in a puny body is

abnormal. The boy or girl too much inclined

to study should be induced to exercise the muscles

more and the brain less. Too often the brain is

over-educated and the body under-developed. To-

day, girls as well as boys are coming under the

sway of a common-sense public opinion which calls

for all-round development—"a sound mind in a

sound body."

The benefits of the gymnasium have already

been mentioned but this is really an artificial sub-

stitute for natural exercise. To quote Dr. Hall

again, "Out-of-door walks and games should have

precedence over all else. * * * Free plays and

games should always have precedence over indoor

or uniform * * * exercise. Boating and basketball

should be allowed but with the competition element

sedulously reduced and with dancing of many
kinds and forms the most prominent of indoor

exercises." For the strong girl, bicycle riding,

winter sports, golf, tennis, walking—all these in

moderation and never to excess—should be en-

couraged ; while the delicate girl, who may not be

able to join in the livelier sports of her sisters and

comrades, may obtain much benefit and pleasure

from physical culture and exercise, walking, house-

work,—in fact, any moderate exercise which will

take her into the open air or strengthen the nerves

and muscles.
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The value of housework as an aid to the physi-

cal well-being of girls has been greatly over-

looked. It not only keeps the mind and hands

employed in womanly fashion but it gives, at the

time when the domestic and maternal instincts

are awakening, training in those housewifely arts

without which no girl should enter womanhood.
In cases of nerve weakness, it is one of the best

means of effecting a proper balance between the

overwrought nervous system and the (probably)

under-developed physical organism. Of course,

the housework should not be made a burden but

should be combined with other occupations such

as music, physical exercise in the open air, an occa-

sional social affair,—all these to act as a proper

balance to the mental strain required by school

studies. Avoid over-pressure, however, even in

this; the amount and variety of work must be de-

termined by the health and nervous control of the

individual child. A strong, active girl can be kept

employed more constantly than a delicate, nervous

one. In the latter case, well suited occupation

should be the rule and not idleness.

The importance of sleep for boys and girls of

this period is overlooked, perhaps, more than any
other item. Mothers who are careful that their

little children receive abundant sleep are often

careless in regard to the half-grown sons and
daughters. As a matter of fact, these adolescents
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need fully as much sleep as the younger children,

for the physical and mental turmoil through which
they are passing uses up a great deal of energy

that must be restored by plenty of sound sleep.

Late hours, whether from study, pleasure, or sim-

ply neglect, are very harmful and cause many
of our boys and girls to look hollow-eyed and
pale. The nervous, active temperament requires

more sleep than the quiet, moderate one. Some
physicians say ten or eleven hours should be al-

lowed each child during adolescence—three or

four of these before midnight. More benefit is

derived from the " early to bed, early to rise"

principle than from late retiring hours and cor-

respondingly late rising ones.

And all sleep to be beneficial must be accom-

panied by pure air and only moderate tempera-

ture. The habit is gradually growing among our

American people to sleep with windows wide open,

winter and summer. This is good, provided the

body is properly protected with light, warm cover-

ing and the head screened from drafts. If

brought up to abundant fresh air from childhood

young people will crave it and will of themselves

see that they have good ventilation.

And again sleep to be restful must not be dis-

turbed by bad digestion. Heavy or late suppers

keep the digestive organs working far into the

night and are often the cause of bad dreams, rest-
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lessness and an inability to rouse one's self in the

morning. Better give the boys and girls their

suppers earlier than the rest of the family and
provide them with nourishment suitable for them,

than that they should suffer because of the neces-

sity or choice of their elders.

In the matter of dress, it is hardly necessary

in these days to emphasize the injury of tight

clothing for girls; but other points may escape

the busy mother's attention. Permit me to em-

phasize what I mentioned in a previous chapter.

Are the daughter's feet and ankles well pro-

tected, especially in the winter, or are the feet

minus rubbers or high shoes while the throat is

wrapped in furs? Are the chest and arms well

covered with warm underwear, or is only a thin

covering of shirt waist interposed between the

lungs and cold or damp air? Too often neglect in

these seemingly minor details leaves the girl ex-

posed to catarrh, throat trouble and internal de-

rangements which may end in consumption or in-

jury to the functions so necessary to good health

in women.

Extreme fussiness and a tendency to frivolity

in dress very frequently show themselves in girls

;

also a certain false pride which makes them very
reluctant to wear anything that is not strictly new
or up-to-date. Eight here may be laid the founda-

tion for a frivolous, vain, extravagant or a well-
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dressed, self-respecting womanhood, without van-

ity. Show the girls that it is not what they wear
but what they are that is really worth while.

Cheap materials, of refined colors and well made,

can be worn with as much grace and self-respect

as silk and broadcloth. Point out the difference

as you travel about with the daughters, between

the showily dressed woman who is usually loud

and conspicuous, and the modestly attired person

of quiet and inconspicuous bearing.

Let the girls wear the bright colors while they

are in their early 'teens if they want to—better

then than a few years later—but tone down the

reds and pinks and greens with some harmoniz-

ing color ; and as the girls advance toward seven-

teen and eighteen drop the brighter hues and
dress tliem becomingly in the richer shades which

give depth to the general appearance.

Above all, neatness and care in the little things,

especially at home, should be emphasized for both

boys and girls. Unblacked shoes, soiled finger

nails, untidy hair, questionable linen are all signs

of the slovenly man or woman. The boy who is

allowed to come to table with black hands and
hair on end will make the careless business man;
the girl permitted to wear torn dresses, shoes

down at the heels or minus buttons or laces, and
her hair uncombed at home is likely to become
the slatternly wife and mother later. So, mothers,
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guide your daughters in the matter of dress by
common sense, good taste and example, and be

just as scrupulous about your boys' personal

cleanliness and neatness, that both may early

gain that self-respect and repose of manner which
come, not from vain self-consciousness, but

through one 's knowledge of being well and fitting-

ly attired.

At the risk of being tedious on these subjects

relating to the care of the body, I append a series

of questions selected from Dr. Bowe's book, "The
Physical Nature of the Child." A "No" in an-

swer to any of them means a danger signal.

"Is the food eaten by the child simple? Is it

eaten slowly? Is it eaten at regular times? Does
the child change the underclothing at night? Are
the chest, neck and legs protected with wool ex-

cept in summer? Do his parents see to it that
he changes or dries his shoes when he gets his

feet wet? Does he bathe all over at least twice a
week? Does he bathe in water neither too warm
nor too cold? How much times does he spend in

exercise? How much of it is out of doors? Is

there anything but accidental provision for fresh
air in sleeping and living room? Does he eat

only food easily digested before going to bed?
Does he go to bed free from mental excitement
or anxiety? Is he kept from too frequent emo-
tional excitement of all sorts, theaters, parties,

etc.?"

As a short summary, I quote again from Dr.

Warner

:
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"The desideratum at adolescence is to pre-

serve and further cultivate health of body and
of brain without in any way neglecting healthy
mental power, which should continue to increase
long after the period of adolescence.

"As adolescence approaches, observe the weight
more frequently; look for any signs of fatigue
after work and before commencing the day's du-
ties, but do not question the child as to health.

Continue physical training and require greater
accuracy in movements as well as in speech, than
in earlier ages. If paleness or the signs of fatigue
are seen, the cause should be inquired into, es-

pecially as to regularity in hours of sleep and
as to feeding. '

'



CHAPTEE IV.

AWAKENING OF THE INDIVIDUAL

^Recognizing responsibility—self-reverence—a clean soul—danger of too

much repression and governing.

WITH the entrance into the adolescent period,

the boy and girl awaken to their own re-

spective individualities. No longer is authority

of parent or teacher supreme—the spirit of in-

dependence grips the young soul and the youth

feels an intense longing to throw off all restraint,

to follow his own cherished pursuits, to take his

future into his own hands. The whole mental

being is astir and new voices begin to clamor to

be heard. The social awakening demands clubs,

competitive games and the company of the op-

posite sex for its satisfaction. The vocational

awakening shows itself in the eager anticipation

of business or. domestic life, although the kind of

future occupation may be changed again and

again before a final choice is made. The moral

sense awakens to keener distinctions between

right and wrong and the religious awakening is

manifest in increasing interest in or it may be

criticism of religous subjects.

And so, with new desires and aspirations beck-

oning him into a new sphere, "the contrast be-

tween the real and the ideal life," as Dr. Rowe
26
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says, " leads the child naturally to wish to work
out from his own experience and make real with-

out restraint the life of his dream. Hence arise

the love of roaming, or truancy even, and the

liking for solitude,—all these representative of

the new life which has been excited in the child

by the changes of his age. To this same cause

is probably due the apparent irresponsibility of

children at this'age. It does not necessarily mean
that the child is getting more careless or more
depraved, but rather that a new and wide field

of knowledge is the scene of his real interest and
mental action. Consequently the old takes on
less of importance in the light of this wider, new-

er, intenser life."

' Naturally, with these new stirrings within,

comes a new positive consciousness of self—the

self that demands attention and satisfaction. It

is what leads to the oft-repeated complaint, ut-

tered by parents and teachers, "It is no use-
he won't be controlled," for the awakening of

the self-feeling makes the boy irritable, impatient

of control, boastful and stubborn and the girl

bashful, awkward and lacking in self-confidence.

This self-feeling is a most important instinct

and should be carefully studied and trained in

each separate child, for out of it grows the cou-

rageous, upright, self-inspecting man or woman or

the cowardly, weak-willed individual, afraid to
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take any stand whatever against others' opinions..

With the strong, positive natures guard against

vanity, conceit and the tendency to center every-

thing around self. Boys of this type desire to

become leaders in games and clubs, wish to be at

least partly independent of their parents by earn-

ing some of their expenses, show polite, if some-

what amusing, attentions to the opposite sex and

long for responsibility of some kind upon which

to try their newly-found powers. These are all

legitimate outlets for the self-feeling and should

be encouraged.

With the timid natures guard against too much
humility, self-denial and submission. Such a

youth, boy or girl, should be drawn out of him-

self and gently pushed into companionship with

more positive natures, little reference should be

made to personal defects he may have and when
reproof is necessary it should be given in such a

way as not to discourage further effort.

In girls, the good traits that develop from self-

consciousness are modesty, care in dress, desire

to excel in studies or to become proficient in busi-

ness. Dr. Latimer says

:

"All the disturbances of girlhood can be ac-

counted for if only we remember that conscious-
ness of self and realization of personal freedom
are the two great influences of the period. The
regulation of these two forces is the one great
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essential in the management of youth, hut in order
to carry this out successfully the difference in de-

velopment between the emotions and the reason
must always be borne in mind. * * * All the emo-
tional qualities are in excess during the early

years of girlhood and the imagination has a vivid-

ness which it will never have again, but the ra-

tional qualities develop with comparative slow-

ness. These fundamental facts, once clearly un-

derstood and kept constantly in mind furnish a

solution for most, if not all the problems of girl-

hood."
With so many powers of the youth ready to

seize any opportunity for action, with desire for

independence in thinking and doing, now is the

golden time for parents to begin to put responsi-

bility upon the boys and girls. '-But they are

so careless, I can't trust them," is the complaint

of many parents. That may be true to a certain

extent, especially with those who have never

been allowed responsibility in little things while

younger. But begin by making the daughter re-

sponsible for at least one part of the housework

and the boy for some other part of the home
regime. Let them know that you expect them to

take full charge of this part and then let them

alone, unless you find that carelessness crops out

or a " hurry it through" tendency. Appeal, then,

to the sense of right and honor by telling them

they are too old to be watched at every point and

you trust them to do the work well. The youths
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who feel themselves truly trusted by their elders

will seldom betray their trust unless they are

morally weak.

With outward responsibility thus begun, it is

an easier matter to teach moral responsibility.

The Jews recognize the moral awakening which

comes now by throwing the responsibility for his

sins entirely upon the boy at twelve or thirteen

years of age. Of course evil tendencies awaken
as well as good ones and the ultimate aim in teach-

ing the assumption of responsibility should be to

give power to overcome unpleasant or evil traits

and a sense of obligation to moral law. The youth,

boy or girl, should now realize more vividly than

ever that he can control his habits, acts, even

thoughts to a certain extent, by his own will

power and that therefore he is held morally re-

sponsible for the kind of character he will choose.

Pure thoughts and pure living will result in a

pure soul—the grandest possession possible to

any human being. And no matter how strong evil

tendencies may be, he is responsible for his ef-

forts ; and his will, that stupendous motive power
underlying all voluntary action, which, while his

own in a certain sense, should nevertheless be

controlled by the Divine Will, shall trample under

foot the unworthy desire or motive and make right

triumphant.

But these high moral principles, without which
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no youth is properly fortified to meet the conflicts

of life, can not be inculcated in a day or a year.

The conscientious parent will begin in simple

fashion with his toddling little one that when the

great moral commotion comes at adolescence the

youth shall find himself already prepared by

habit and example to meet those problems which

must inevitably confront him. And the duty of

the parents then will be to bring to fruition their

labors of the years behind.

A few words in regard to discipline. Many par-

ents are at their wits' end to know how to punish

or correct the boys and girls of this age. The

"you must" or "you can not" of the earlier per-

iod seems now only to raise the contrary spirit of

the youth. Independence has asserted itself and

he feels that his right to do or not to do should

not be interfered with. Consequently, reason and

principle should begin to rule rather than outside

authority. "Drill measures of the preceding per-

iod must be slowly relaxed and new appeals made
to freedom and interest. We must lead and in-

spire if we would avoid arrest. Individuality

must have a longer tether." Too much repres-

sion is equally dangerous for the positive natures

and for the meek ones ; for, on the one hand, the

spirit of independence will surely assert itself

sooner or later and may result in lawlessness,

truancy or desertion of home. On the other hand,
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the retiring individual, always dependent upon
someone else to tell him what to do, will never

learn to take the initiative himself and if thrown
out on the world later is liable to "go under" be-

cause of this lack of power to think or act for

himself.

Dr. Latimer says:

"In the smaller affairs of every day life, they
had much better be left to their own devices, even
though these will surely lead them into trouble.

Only by flieir own experience can they learn what
is worth knowing, and only by bearing the conse-

quences of their own mistakes will they find out
how to protect themselves in the future, even if

they burn their fingers—as they undoubtedly
will—in the fiery furnace of experience."

Praise for work well done is better than too

much blame for deficiency. In fact, this method
may well be used with the more positive natures

also, for too much reproof or "nagging" often

increases the sullenness and self-will, while ap-

peals to the manly and womanly traits and praise

for some unexpected good behavior, even in trifles,

may arouse to action the nobler instincts which

are merely asleep, not lacking, except in very

depraved natures.

One of the noblest methods of control and prob-

ably the most effective with some deep natures is

appeal to the affections. "To win a child's affec-
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lion is to win his good will towards you." If par-

ents have really won the love of their children,

the grief or disappointment which the father and

mother show after some misbehavior on the part

of the loved son or daughter will often taring re-

pentance and a resolve to do better next time when
sterner methods fail.

Firmness is frequently lacking on the part of the

mother in dealing with her headstrong son or

daughter,—that is, not sternness, but an adher-

ence to what she has said must or must not be

done. Some parents will waver in what they feel

is really necessary for their children to do, if the

children but tease or scowl or fret under the re-

quirement, and if once the children, little or big,

receive the idea of "She said so, but she didn't

mean it," strict obedience will fly to the four

winds. Therefore be careful in your require-

ments and exactions but when you have once laid

down a rule hold to it, unless there be some very

important reason for changing it. What might be

called a lack of cooperation between the father

and mother in the matter of discipline is another

cause of difficulty in the management of the boys

and girls. One parent says, "No"; the child im-

mediately goes to the other parent, mayhap the

father who does not know all the circumstances

of the mother's refusal, and receives an indul-

gent "Yes." And out of the short-sightedness or
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indulgence of one or the other parent grows dis-

obedience towards the one who wonld be firm.

"Patient, truthful, loving explanation and rea-

soning," by which the youth is brought to see the

justice or the necessity of a certain restriction;

kind, firm methods of control ; appeals to the man-
ly and womanly instincts and to the love and re-

spect for parent or teacher,—these are methods

which will surely bring good results in all but de-

praved natures. "Proper treatment and training

settles the life on the side of honor, usefulness and

Christlikeness ; neglect or wrong guidance con-

firms the life in wickedness and disaster."
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DIGNITY OF SEX

Teaching reproduction and the reproductive organs and their functions.

IN a study of the ideals held by girls, made by

Dr. Hall and others, the saddest fact brought

out is "that nearly half of American pubescent

girls choose male ideals, or would be men. * * * In

this significant fact we realize how modern woman
has cut loose from all old moorings and is drifting

with no destination and no anchor aboard. While

boys rarely, and then only when very young,

choose female ideals, girls' preference for the life

of the other sex sometimes reaches sixty and

seventy per cent. * * * Saddest and most un-

natural of all is the fact that this state of things

increases most rapidly during just those years

when ideals of womanhood should be developed

and become most dominant, till it seems as if the

female character was threatened with disintegra-

tion.
'

'

A hundred years ago, the girl's ambition was
to be married and to bring to her husband ward-

robe and linen closet well stocked by the work of

her own fingers. Now, often from necessity, fre-

quently from choice, her ambition turns to the

business life rather than the home life, and con-

sequently, when that has become irksome, a late

. 35
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marriage, a childless home and a poorly managed

house or boarding are the results. The dignity

of the womanly accomplishment of home-making

in every sense of the word seems to be losing its

hold in many, many cases, and girls prefer the

independent life of the ofttimes stuffy office or the

public service of professional life to what they

consider the narrow limits of a home of their

own with its cares and responsibilities.

No doubt this is one of the unwelcome out-

growths of the "emancipation of woman" which

has stunted or hidden in many individuals the

truly feminine characteristics. The swing of the

pendulum away from the restrictions of centuries

has been too far—it .remains now for the philoso-

pher, the teacher, the parent, who deplore any ex-

treme, to bring the feminine ambitions back to

the. middle ground where love of home, of hus-

band and of children shall be balanced by an in-

tellect fully equipped to meet all the emergencies

of homemaking and by a will, not dominated by

masculine authority, but respected by the husband

because of its efficiency in matters of importance.

If, then, the woman is to be brought back to

those ideals which Dr. Hall fears are vanishing

and if the dignity of sex is to be impressed in-

effaceably upon the minds of our adolescents of

both sexes, the fundamental laws underlying sex

both in mind and body must be understood and
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some knowledge of sexual functions must be given

to prevent falling away from the highest type of

pure, dignified manhood and womanhood.
Formerly, it was thought immodest for a girl

to know anything about herself until directly be-

fore her marriage, if indeed she did then. Now,
however, because of the increasing dangers of

social life and the large number of our girls and

boys flocking to the city for employment or study

and open to all its seductive pleasures and allure-

ments it is absolutely essential to chastity that

the youth shall be prepared to resist all kinds

of temptations by means of an accurate knowl-

edge of themselves. Martha B. Mosher, in '

' Child

Culture in the Home," says:

"Modesty and decency of conduct do not in-

sure purity but they are elements thereof. Not
only is ignorance not purity but it is oftener the
destroyer than the conservator of it and many
girls and boys adopt unclean practices from utter
ignorance of their injury and bad effects. Be-
fore twelve years they can only be closely guarded
and watched, with a general caution not to tamper
with their bodies. After that age it is the
mother's duty to make some explanation to the
girl and boy, which shall impress upon them the
sacredness of sex and somewhat of its functions.
Many mothers dislike doing this, fearing they may
be robbing their children of their innocence.
There are few cases in which such information
at the age named would be premature, since boys
and girls after that age will observe, will be
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curious and will receive explanations from some
source, and it can be given by no one so judicious-
ly and with such a conservation of purity as by
the mother."

"The children's own questions," says another

writer, "will lead us; and if we simply make it

a rule never to answer a question falsely no mat-

ter how far it may probe, we shall find ourselves

not only enlightening but receiving enlighten-

ments." But it is only the little children who are

likely to ask questions ; the adolescents are gen-

erally too shy, unless unusual confidence exists be-

tween father and son, mother and daughter. The
aim should certainly be so to win the confidence

of the children when they are little that all trouble-

some questions at adolescence will be referred di-

rectly to the parent instead of being turned over

and over in the young mind or being partly or

incorrectly satisfied from questionable sources.

Dr. Latimer says

:

"No suitable source of information is open to

a girl if her mother fails her. No older girl or
woman with right instincts or good principles
will discuss matters of sex with a little girl if

her mother has not seen fit to do so. Even if the

mother's course seems mistaken to her relatives

or intimate friends, they will rarely feel justified

in acting contrary to it. Consequently the girl

whose mother keeps silence, whether from indif-

ference or intention, has no source of knowledge
better than her schoolmates and girl friends,
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whose information at best is 'either bare-faced
or shame-faced,' and generally inaccurate. Or,
worse still, she falls into the hands of servants
whose point of view can hardly fail to be coarse
and may be really vicious."

And still worse in its far-reaching effects is

the confidence with which boys and girls may
turn to " quacks " and pay money to be cured of

what is normal. Dr. Eowe speaks of an article

by Mr. Lancaster who practically exposes the

methods and success of these so-called physicians

who make the young their victims.

" There are eight firms in this country which,

print advertisements intended to arouse in the

uninstructed a morbid fear of sex disease. Symp-
toms which belong to normal development are

cited as indications of disease. The replies are

pooled and sold to quacks. One broker told him
that he had in stock 705,000 medical letters of

this sort. The victims are hurt psychologically

more than physically by such impositions. The
mental tortures suffered for years by individuals

of perfect health as a result of these misplaced

confidences are striking evidence of the perma-
nent warping and stunting of the mind result-

ing from our neglect to provide instruction in

this direction."

Oh, fathers and mothers, if you only realize how
much your boys and girls just long to talk out to

you ! If you only realized the dangers they are ex-

posed to because you shirk your responsibility!
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Judge Liridsey of the Juvenile Court of Denver

says that countless young people would be saved

from lives of sliame if the parents themselves

would only instruct them properly and protect

their morals at the critical, curious age. Surely,

such neglect must be thoughtlessness, not inten-

tion, on the part of parents. Surely, when their

eyes are opened to the pitiful fact that many,

many of our young people—yes, and children, too,

of nine, ten and eleven years old—are drifting

into evil habits just from ignorance, they will

arouse from their seeming indifference and seek

earnestly and prayerfully to win by love, sym-

pathy and tact the confidence of their children.

Guard the purity of your boys and girls as you

would a precious jewel but when the time comes

that they have a right to know those things that

pertain to manhood and womanhood tell them in

that matter-of-fact, reverential way that will

awaken no impure thoughts or desires. In regard

to the books written on these subjects for girls,

Dr. Hall says, "No two girls need just the same
instruction, and to leave it to reading is too in-

direct and causes the mind to dwell on it for too

long periods. Best of all, is individual instruction

at the time, concise, practical, and never, especial-

ly in early years, without a certain mystic and

religious tone which should pervade all and make

everything sacred. This * * * should come from
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one whose soul and body are full of wifehood and

motherhood."

In closing this chapter, I feel I must quote

from an editorial by Mrs. Delia Thompson Lutes

in American Motherhood. May every mother

whose eye reads her words be sufficiently im-

pressed by her solemn warning to resolve to be

all a mother should be to her precious daughter.

"Mothers of daughters, how dare you allow
that little girl to stumble onward unprotected, un-
taught, into womanhood ! Would you blindfold
her eyes and then let her wander forth unattended,
unwarned into a city street? Never, you say, in

horror. Her limbs would be mangled, her body
crushed, she would be killed.

"Yes, but—if you sent her out early enough
she would die unharmed of soul and take her
winged way, free from the suffering of sin, direct

to the Father who trusted her to your care.

"You are startled with horror at the bare men-
tion of so cruel a possibility, and yet—how much
better a thing have you done ?

"You have allowed your daughter to grow to

approaching years of womanhood blindfolded

with ignorance. If you bandaged her material

eyes and sent her forth in all the pure innocence
of childhood into crowded city streets—where the

Juggernauts of traffic would crush the life from
out her pure body, you would have but slaughtered
her material body and she might have left you
with love for you in her heart.

"If you bandage the eyes of her soul, her un-

derstanding, her reason with ignorance, false and
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criminally foolish modesty, you will become a

mighty potent force in the murder of her inno-

cence, her spirit and her love.

'
' I can not begin to tell you * # * of the terrible

wrong you are doing your daughters in denying
them knowledge and the privilege of confidential

relations with you.

" Since opening the Girls' department in this

magazine I have received hundreds of letters from
girls just entering womanhood. * * * One writes,

'My mother takes your magazine, but she never
speaks of things such as you say mothers ought
to talk to girls about and when I tried to ask her
she said, 'Wait and you'll find out.' Yes, -little

girl, wait and you'll find out. Some day, poor
mother, you, too, will 'find out' that it is ever-

lastingly too late. Your little daughter, the little

girl who used to trouble you so with infinite ques-

tionings to which you replied with lies and sub-

terfuges, has found out all about it—in one way
or another. Perhaps she did not know how to

take care of her tender young body and so

weakened it by exhaustion and carelessness that

it could not withstand disease and is already
'gathered to her fathers.' Perhaps in her ignor-

ance of sex relations and their consequences she

has. brought what you are pleased to call 'disgrace'

upon your head. Your head—forsooth! What
of hers?

"Warn your girls. Teach your girls. Begin
today. The smaller they are the better, but if

already women grown take them into your
woman's confidence. Find out what they know
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and supplement it with what they ought to

know. * * *

'
' Spread wide your brooding wings, oh mothers

of sons and daughters, and gather your children

close. Teach them all things, both good and evil,

for innocence can not be maintained through ig-

norance. Purity can only be obtained through
perfect knowledge, and the wages of ignorance

are sin and death."



CHAPTEB VI.

RELATION TO THE RACE

Preparation for the responsibilities of parenthood.

WITH the coming of puberty, the child leaves

its hitherto individual existence and enters

upon the life of the race as a whole. Instincts and

activities become racial,—that is, the boy and

girl reach out to those interests and occupations

which are fundamental to the human race as a

whole. Traits hitherto scarcely noticeable or even

unsuspected now become prominent and the youth

who up to this time has been the exact reproduc-

tion of one parent may change completely and

become like the other, both in looks and disposi-

tion. It is now that " blood tells," for hereditary

tendencies for good or evil make themselves known
and some characteristic or appetite bequeathed

by a by-gone ancestor may crop out most unex-

pectedly.

Foremost among these purely racial instincts

is that of reproduction of kind. This is the rea-

son that the sexual impulses awaken so suddenly

and with such power and why they are often so

hard to bring under control by reason, judgment

and purity.

Since, then, the desire to marry and rear off-

spring is as old as the race itself, is it any won-

44
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der that hundreds of our young people marry at

too early an age or, worse still, fall into habits

which will unfit them for marriage later? But
does the blame lie wholly with them?

Glance for a moment at our educational system.

What preparation for the duties and responsi-

bilities which naturally belong to the race is being

given them? Education along lines which shall

fit them for the professional and manual activities

of the race? Yes, to a great extent. A foundation

of good health which shall enable them to carry

out these ambitions and bequeath strong physical

organisms to their children. In many cases, yes

again. Knowledge of self that shall help them to

guard against themptations ? A very little. A
realization of the responsibilities of home life and

parenthood? Emphatically, no ! This is the weak-

est point in our modern education and it is the

most vital. Boys are taught engineering, carpen-

try, banking, law; girls, sewing, bookkeeping, cook-

ing ; but never a word, never a hint, never a prin-

ciple, regarding the two fundamental instincts

—

the mating for a life union and the rearing of

children.

Why are so many unfortunate marriages today

ending in the divorce courts ? Why are so many
young couples under thirty—yes, under twenty-

five—with several children to feed and clothe, ap-

pealing to the Charity Organization Societies or
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else fighting along by themselves in galling pover-

ty with children only half clothed and a quarter

fed? Are not both of these deplorable conditions

due to a lack in education—the education for life

as it really is and not as young people dream of

it? What does the average "boy" of twenty or

even twenty-five know of the importance of right

fatherly influence over his infant son, even if, per-

chance, he has been fortunate enough to select

a wife who shall be a real help-mate for him!

What does the girl who marries at seventeen or

eighteen know about the habits, good or bad, which

she will find in her husband? What does she know
about caring for and training the little ones who
in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred are sure

to come in the first years? What has she been

taught regarding their discipline, that should be

commenced in the first few months of the infants

'

lives?

And where is all this knowledge, so vital to the

proper rearing of the next generation, to be

learned? The home is the ideal place, for there

"by precept and example the father and mother can

impart knowledge and inculcate principles which

shall keep their sons and daughters from entering

blindly into married life. And the second best

place for receiving preparation is the school. Why
is physiology given such a small place in our

school curricula? And when it is studied, why are
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not the organs peculiar to the sexes studied in sep-

arate classes, under a man teacher for the boys

and woman teacher for the girls?

While my mind has been dwelling on these ques-

tions for several months past and while I have

been trying to frame words strong enough to ex-

press my deepest convictions gained from close

observation and from study, some one else, Prof.

W. A. McKeever, has voiced exactly these con-

victions, which are not only mine but that of

many thoughtful persons of today, in his article

read before the Thirty-ninth Annual Meeting of

the Kansas State Board of Agriculture. This ar-

ticle, entitled "A Better Crop of Boys and Girls"

and printed in American Motherhood, is so much
stronger than anything I could possibly write,

that I quote at length from it:

"Now, to be specific, what are some of the faults
in regard to our preparation for homelife? Our
young people continue to 'fall in love,' but so far
as science has investigated this phenomenon in
its direct bearing upon the future of the race, it

might be a result of infection or contagion, or
merely an idiosyncrasy of callow youth. We have
scientifically worked out cards for scoring cows
and pigs and chickens, but how about scoring
young men and women who are candidates for
marriage? What are the correct standards of
form and symmetry of body? of physical health?
of knowledge as to the care and instruction of in-

fants ? What are the marks whereby a young
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woman whose hand is sought in marriage may
know a good man when she sees him? and those
whereby a young man may know a good woman?
"All the foregoing important matters are left

to chance and accident and gossip, because of the
fact that we have been laboring under the foolish

belief that love is blind and not to be in-

fluenced by instruction or reason. Young men
fall in love with such superficial things as a big

basket-shaped hat or a mincing gait, and young
women with flashy neckties and glistening rings

partly because they do not know from intelligent

instruction what to look for as evidences of real

worth in the opposite sex. After a brief period
of thoughtless, undirected courting many a young
couple are united in what we call 'the holy bonds
of matrimony,' but that these bonds may very
often prove unholy in the si^ht of Grod and man
the divorce court record will amply attest. "We
reqnire a long course of schooling for the teacher,

the physician, the veterinarian; we offer ad-

vanced courses of instruction for those who would
do well in the breeding and management of cattle,

hogs and chickens, but we have no course of train-

ing or any standard of requirement for those who
are to engage in the complex and difficult task of

rearing young children in the home. Any young
human pair, no matter how much diseased, * how
ignorant of things in general and of child-bear-

ing in particular, may, if they so desire, become
married and blunder away without help or hin-

drance in the work of bringing up a family.
<<* * * jus j- now we rea(j that government ex-

* Italics mine—E. V. F.
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perts are constantly at work patrolling the sea-

coast in order to make a careful study of the antics

of the sportive clam, the elusive mackerel and the
hilarious 'bachelor' seal, but there is no publicly-

supported effort to observe scientifically the in-

teresting behavior of little children playing around
the family fireside. We have scholarly disserta-

tions on how to develop kindliness and good will

in the recreant mule, and how to bring up in a
successful manner the orphan calf, but those who
have in charge the home development of the
human offspring must grope in the dark for a
successful way. We know how to make hens lay,

but not how to train girls to help in the home, or
whether or not they should be so trained. We
know how scientifically to bring out the hidden
energies of the soil but little or nothing of how to

bring to realization by means of scientific home
training, the splendid latent aptitudes that are
inherent possessions of practically all the boys
and girls born among us.

# * *

"Now that the National Breeders' Association
is about to include a department of eugenics, it

will not be considered a matter of sentimentalism
for me to urge that there be instituted for prospec-
tive parents something in the nature of a course
in matrimony. Let there be obtained by careful

methods of study and inquiry, a body of informa-
tion as to what physical, mental and moral qual-

ities are most satisfactory promises of efficient

parenthood, and what types of temperament may
be regarded as compatible, inculcate these

conclusions in the home, the school, the

church, and the other socializing institutions
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so that they will become a part of the
common knowledge of the people. And then,

before the youthful wooer has the occasion to

become blinded with a passion for some ill-advised

lifemate he will have been guided intelligently into
a search for a true, and likewise intelligent com-
panion of the soul. * * *

<<# # #. Underlying all this complex work of
child-rearing lies a well-developed science, psy-
chology, which ought to be required in an ele-

mentary form in all secondary school courses.

Later, every prospective parent should be re-

quired to take a thorough course of training in

the psychology of child development. Such train-

ing will, in my opinion, do more to save the boys
and girls and the whole country, than any other
discipline that can be offered. If the various
women's clubs would devote one-half the time
they give to the study of Shakespeare and Brown-
ing to the pursuit of a well-planned course in child

psychology, the result in behalf of the growing
generation would be well nigh sensational.

"And then, after we have worked out a body
of scientific literature on methods of rearing chil-

dren let every human pair who would receive a

license to marry first pass a satisfactory exam-
ination # in the theory of this great work about
to be undertaken."

Pretty strong, plain statements, are they not?

But thoughtful persons are beginning to realize

that to reach the thoughtless and ignorant on this

subject of marriage and child-bearing, statements

* Italics mine—E. V. F.
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must be plain—truths shorn of delicate language

must be presented if the public at large is to com-

prehend and profit by them. Articles written in

scientific language or those merely suggesting

facts seem to "go in one ear and out of the other'

'

with the semi-educated classes, and only straight-

forward, unvarnished truths will arouse public

sentiment to attempt to regulate to even a small

extent this matter of unprepared-for marriages.

Along with the important knowledge necessary

for a prospective father and mother to have, why

not give the young some idea of the expenses of

the home and family? What does the prospective

father with a salary of fifteen dollars a week know

of the many little expenses sure to follow the birth

of the first child alone? It is said, "Two can

live as cheaply as one,"—perhaps this is true,

where both are willing to practice strict economy.

But how about three and four? Many a young

couple would be saved from going back to father

and mother or, worse still, accepting the charity of

strangers, if they only realized in time the addi-

tional expenses and cares the coming of little ones

in the first few years will bring. And the worst

of it is, that ofttimes the parents themselves do

not suffer as do the little ones for whose lives they

are responsible. They themselves may be able

to stand privations of all kinds but what about

the tender little bodies that need plenty to eat and
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to wear 1 What about the young minds longing

for opportunities which father and mother are

too poor to give them? These are the real suffer-

ers—these are the ones cramped and dwarfed,

both physically and mentally, by the selfishness

or ignorance of the parents.

And until the growing boys and girls are taught

the value of money—how hard it is to earn, what
a little way it goes when it is earned; until they

learn to choose wisely their mates for the life-

long union; until they learn self-control over all

the appetites of the body; until principles of com-

monsense and unselfishness in married life become

a part of the very characters of our boys,—the

innocent, helpless offspring of thoughless, head-

long, ignorant marriages must suffer, and homes

in city and country be filled with dull, cramped

little lives who will never reach their full de-

velopment because the money would not stretch

to educate them properly or because some one

younger must be cared for at the expense of the

older. And as a farther reaching result, our

prisons will be recuperated with criminals born

and bred.

So, fathers and mothers of today, do not, I beg

of you, for the sake of the innocent little ones who
may one day be your grandchildren, allow your

boys and girls to grow up ignorant of the great

duties and responsibilities of parenthood. If you
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have undertaken them by "instinct," as you may
say, that is no. sure sign that your children will.

At least, be on the safe side and give them no

opportunity to say to you later or to think it,

"Why did you not prepare us for noble and in-

telligent parenthood—you who had experience be-

hind you whereby you could keep us from making

mistakes which affect, in ever-widening circles,

our own little ones and future generations f

"



CHAPTEE VII.

AWAKENING OF EMOTION

Reading romances and poetry—what to read and when—memorizing.

ONE of the most noticeable awakenings and

perhaps the most important because of its

far-reaching effects, is the emotional awakening.

Feelings in the adolescent are uppermost, so, al-

though reason and imagination are prominent, he

is more likely to act from feeling than from any

other motive. This is more true of girls, per-

haps, than of boys who will often think their way
out of a difficulty rather than feel it. Dr. Hall

says, " There is a craving for strong emotions

which give pleasure in exaggeration; and there

are nameless longings for what is far, remote,

strange, * # * and which mark the normal rise of

the presentment of something higher than self."

One might conceive of the inner being of the

adolescent as a mass of tumbled feelings,—anger,

pride, jealousy, fear, hate, love, courage, despond-

ency, hope, exaltion, follow each other in rapid

succession. This is one reason why the adolescent

is so, contradictory at times.

The sense of humor is exaggerated and mani-

fests itself in joking and in giggling over noth-

ing. It will crop out at the most inopportune

times, such as at religious services, for the youth-

54
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ful humorists see the funny side of everything,

even when to an adult person there does not seem

to be any. Irreverence may not be meant but the

tendency leads to that and brings considerable

annoyance to other people if not checked. Teach

self-control and the principle that there is a time

to laugh and a time to be sober. But by all means
allow plenty of fun and laughter in minor things,

not, however, at other people's expense. Do not

permit senseless giggling over nothing, which is

a habit hard to break when once formed, but the

free, hearty overflow of joyous spirits will ease

physical or nervous strain. "A merry heart doeth

good like a medicine "—soon enough must these

now buoyant natures settle down to the sober

realities of life and if they can learn to balance

properly humor and seriousness by getting all the

pleasure possible out of hard work life will in-

deed be lightened of many a burden.

But the very opposite to the sense of humor is

too frequently met with for the physical and men-

tal health of our girls especially,—namely, de-

spondency. Fear of some secret disease, an over-

conscientiousness, a reproof which the one re-

proved thinks unmerited and countless other

things, in themselves trifles, may lead, in a delicate

or extremely nervous child, to despondent spells

and temporary melancholia. Thoughts of suicide

may become common and in some cases where
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there is hereditary weakness the mind becomes un-

balanced and what is called " adolescent insanity"

results, if not actual suicide. To illustrate: A
girl of thirteen was "scolded" by her foster

mother and soon after drank carbolic acid in the

presence of her schoolmates and teachers. Per-

haps the scolding added a last weight to a de-

spondent temperament and the result was suicide.

Whatever view one may take of the necessity of

severe reproof at this independent age, certain

it is that with some sensitive natures the tie that

binds them to life is frail and a little over-pressure

in work or study, too much monotony, or severity

in discipline may cause its snapping in some sud-

den and awful way.

When this tendency to despondency is noticed it

should receive sympathetic treatment. Do not

reprove for it but build up the physical organism

by nourishing food, plenty of fresh air and above

all sleep and give the youth bright, healthful sur-

roundings and such studies, occupations and

pleasures as will interest him and show him the

bright side of life. Be careful not to over-press

him, either mentally or physically, for nervous

strain has very close connection with mental bal-

ance and adolescent insanity is not so rare an oc-

currence as one might suppose.

Too much stress can not be laid on the need

of variety during the early adolescent years. A
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constant round of the same duties, the same sur-

roundings, the same pleasures too often repeated

will throw the youth back upon himself, and he or

she will become either despondent and indifferent

to life or will break away from all restraint to

seek new paths. Travel is one of the best cor-

rectives of this selfish, despondent point of view.

Of course this is expensive if indulged in fre-

quently, but self-denials on the part of the parents

or of the youth himself, a chance to earn part of

the expense of the trip himself, or a saving up
for it in advance will often provide funds for a

short trip away from familiar surroundings which
may mean much to the mental poise of the adoles-

cent. In these days of low-rate excursions to

prominent places many a youth may be saved

from himself and perhaps from future unbalanc-

ing by such short visits to points of interest.

Perhaps the strongest emotion develops through

the affections, for the instinct to love and self-

sacrifice awakens to great activity. Hitherto the

child has lived only for self; he has taken every-

thing as a matter of course and has not thought

very much about his duty toward others. Now,

however, his sympathies begin to broaden, he be-

gins to think of others besides himself and to long

to do some noble act to help mankind. It is now,

if not before, that the deepest religious awaken-
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ing occurs, which will be discussed more fully

in a later chapter.

This desire for self-sacrifice often reaches out

beyond immediate surroundings and overlooks

the opportunities close at hand. Lead the young
seeker after such opportunities to recognize those

at home,—for example, show him that to give up
some pleasure in order to help father, mother or

younger brother or sister is as noble as to go out-

side to help some unfortunate one.

The "love" instinct manifests itself in many
different ways. With boys it becomes hero-wor-

ship—it may be, some real person or it

may be merely an imaginary individual who
becomes the ideal. If the ideal is a noble

one the result is the developing of manly traits,

but alas! if the ideal is the hero of a detective

story, or an individual in real life, stirring and

magnetic it may be, but lacking in moral principle

and strong character. The harm from such hero-

worship is irremediable. But if right ideas of

true character have been inculcated up to this

time, if well-chosen books have been and still are

the literary companions of the boys and girls, if

parents take the pains to point out the traits which

make the truly great man or woman, there is not

much danger of a knave becoming the ideal.

In girls, this desire to "love something or some-

body" is shown by the sudden fondness for a
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little child—due to the awakening of the maternal

instinct—and by intense admiration for a teacher

or older friend. Too nmch show of emotion, such

as kissing and hugging, should be discouraged.

Eather train the affections to do something to

show love—thoughtful, unselfish deeds and a

striving to reach the standard, if worthy, of the

one admired. " Crushes,"—that is, extreme fond-

ness for one of the same sex, with a willingness on

the part of one to give all attentions and on the

part of the other to receive all—are apt to be very

harmful. The feelings and sometimes even the

sexual emotions are played upon so frequently

and deeply that the hre of true love may be burned

out, as it were, before its time, and coldness, lack

of sympathy and cynicism result in later years.

But these ardent young natures crave the out-

ward expressions of affection and unless the

father and mother satisfy these longings, crushes,

ill-advised friendships or too early love affairs

will certainly come. Fathers and mothers, do not

be afraid to show your awkward boy and your

reserved girl that you love them—not merely by
supplying their bodily needs but by giving them
the good-night and good-morning kisses and the

good-bye kiss when they go to school or work. If

the big, clumsy girl wants to sit on your lap in a

quiet moment, do not repulse her ; love her as she

longs to be loved and you will have less trouble
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with "boy" affairs. Never cause the boy to feel

ashamed because he wants to kiss you, Mother.
The son, whether fourteen or forty, who leaves

home with the memory of your morning kiss can
never get entirely away from your influence and
your affection, reaching out in this way. just at

the time when his deepest emotions are awaken-
ing, may hold him through sore temptations.

The awakening emotions also show themselves
in love for the heroic,—that is, with boys interest

in sailor or soldier life, in adventures of any kind

and it may be in the reckless hero of a dime
novel. At this point the love of the heroic touches

the literary interest. The love of reading is like-

ly to be strong, so provide books which depict

noble heroes—those who have accomplished some-
thing not merely by one or two daring acts but by
lives of strong, manly service for humanity or by
achievements in the field of literature or science.

Walter Scott, Henry M. Stanley, Fenimore
Cooper, Peary, and countless others who have
written of their own or others ' adventures ; short

biographies of famous men and women; war
stories and other historical reading; travels in

foreign lands;—all these are healthful reading

and will help to counteract any tendency toward
the dime novel.

Girls' love of reading inclines more toward
stories of daily life, to descriptive writing, to
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stories embodying moral precepts, to poetry and
to love stories. All these should be encouraged,

especially the reading of noble, beautiful poems,
for these give healthful range for the imagina-

tion and have a refining and elevatipg influence.

Love stories should be allowed only in moderation.

Those of the silly, unnatural type which give false

ideas of morality and depict sensational happen-

ings should be avoided entirely. But books of

healthful tone containing the love element as a

natural part of human life are helpful and indeed

almost a necessary branch of reading in order

that true romantic feeling may be developed in

a right and normal way.

"With awakening emotions demanding books to

satisfy them, the ideal home will provide good
reading matter, not leave it to a matter of mere
chance or to the unguided choice of the boys and
girls. If parents realize that the youth ?

s idea of

the elements that form character is largely gained

from the people he meets in books, what he reads

will not appear so unimportant as they may seem
to think. Keep a general oversight of the books

read and if possible subscribe for one or two good
magazines that contain material for all ages. Lit-

tle by little, let the young persons acquire a lib-

rary, not of trashy books, but of those of general

information, history, travel, literature and stand-

ard stories. Permit me to give here a word of
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caution. There is in many homes reading matter

which is meant only for the parents who seek ad-

vice on delicate subjects pertaining to physical

well-being. Boys and girls over ten are curious

about such matters and if the material is left

around where they can pry into its mysteries much
harm may be done by awakening thoughts and

questions which would better by far be left for

later years or answered in a wise way by the

parents themselves.

Because memory reaches its climax about six-

teen, the adolescent years should make of it a

storehouse from which to draw in after life.

Poetical and prose selections from the best

writers, maxims for daily living which in my
school days used to be called "memory gems,

amusing bits of poetry, useful items of infor-

mation,—these will all be of use in later years and
will form an unconscious element of culture. The
memorizing of Bible passages is sadly overlooked

in many homes. The beautiful prayers of The
Psalms, many of the majestic sayings of the

prophets, the principles of Christian living

uttered by our Saviour, verses containing hope,

comfort and inspiration will be more real and

have more effect upon the daily life if memorized
and thus made a part of one's self than if merely

read from time to time.

Where the memory, for any reason, is weak

??
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or defective, various devices can be used to

strengthen it. If a young child shows the tend-

ency, begin teaching him very short selections

to be learned. Give him little duties to be done

at a certain time and sometimes reward him when
they are well remembered. In cases of defective

memory from poor feeding or weak heredity care

should be used not to force too much upon the

mind, especially at the adolescent age, for cases

are on record in which, from overcrowding, the

memory snapped, as it were, and all the work
of years was forgotten.

With memory active and the minds of the boys

and girls stored with things conducive to right

thinking, impure and unwholesome thoughts will

necessarily be crowded out. A law of physics is

"Two bodies can not occupy the same space at the

same time." So if the minds of the young people

are full of the noble thoughts of all ages, evil and

unworthy ones will have no room to lodge.

kms



CHAPTER VIII.

THE SOCIAL INSTINCT

Companionship of boys and girls—parties—theater-going—dances—games.

THIS is pre-eminently the social age—chums,

elubs and social activities generally almost

become a craze. The child who wishes to be alone

and draws himself away from games and com-

rades is either depraved and plotting mischief or

else has a stunted social nature. Such a one

should be drawn out of himself and forced by
gentle means into society of his own age, for if

he acquires now what Hawthorne calls his " ac-

cursed habit of solitude" he may become a her-

mit or misanthrope later on, hating all society.

Contact with others rubs off the rough edges, takes

away conceit and self-consciousness, gives con-

fidence in conversation and prepares for that gen-

eral polish which is gained by association with the

educated and refined. So, parents, make pro-

vision for the social desires because they have

their place in the development of human nature.

To quote Dr. Hall:

"One marked trait now is to seek friends and
companions older than themselves, or, next to this,

to seek those younger. * * * One reason is the

new hunger for information, not only concerning

reproduction, but a vast variety of other mat-
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ters. * * * In answer to Lancaster's questions on
the subject, some sought older associates because
they could learn more from them, found them bet-

ter or more steadfast friends, craved sympathy
and found most of it from older and perhaps
married people. Some were more interested in

their parents ' conversation with other adults than
with themselves and were particularly entertained

by the chance of hearing things they had no busi-

ness to. There is often a feeling that adults do
not realize this new need of friendship with them
and show want of feeling almost brutal."

Because of the lack of reckoning with the

awakening of this desire for friendship, parents

are often surprised and distressed because their

children who hitherto have been frank and open

now manifest reticence and secrecy. "No mat-

ter how confidential the relations with the parents

may have been, an important domain of the soul

now declares its independence. Confidences are

shared with those of equal age and withheld from

parents, especially by boys, to an extent probably

little suspected by most parents. * * * There is

now a longing for that kind of close sympathy and

friendship which makes cronies and intimates."

So the boy seeks his chum and the girl her bosom
friend into whose sympathetic ears hopes, fears,

dreams, ambitions, secrets, are poured. Wise
choice in these close friendships is most impera-

tive, for seeds of evil sown now by a questionable

comrade may never be wholly uprooted and, on
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the other hand, a noble, good-principled friend,

be he of the same age or older, may unconsciously

mold the life into beautiful symmetry.
If parents have gained and kept the confidence

of their children throughout the younger years,

this drawing away from them will not last long.

The thirst for companionship satisfied by the

choice of a good chum or two; wise sympathy
with the new social desires; a spirit of comrade-
ship on the part of father and mother by which
they show an interest in all that concerns the

youth,—these will hasten the renewal of the con-

fidential relations with the parents, if indeed they

have ever been broken.

So often I hear the complaint of mothers that

their daughters are becoming "boy-struck" and

silly. Usually these very mothers are to blame

for this unwomanly trait. Have you not heard

mothers talk to their little girls about their little

sweethearts? Have you not heard fathers tease

their daughters about the boy friends whom they

happen to know? Frequently I have heard chil-

dren under ten talking about being "jealous" be-
v

cause a certain little boy is going with another

little girl! What wonder is it, with such silly,

sentimental ideas put into the minds of our girls

both before and at the period when the sex na-

ture is awakening, that at sixteen or younger they

become boy crazy and begin to talk about beaux
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and marriage and do all in their power to attract

the attention of men and boys ? Parents are some-

times so anxious to get their girls "married of£
,r

that they seem to be willing to sacrifice the woman-
ly modesty of the girls and almost force them into

hasty, foolish marriages.

Shall boys and girls not be thrown together,

then? By all means, yes. The wholesome com-

radeship between boys and girls as found in

games, indoor and out, social gatherings and other

activities, begun at a time when they naturally

incline toward each other, will do much toward

a proper relation of the sexes later. But this com-
panionship must be free from sentimentalism from
the start and should be general, not narrowed
down to one or two individuals. It is hardly wise

to permit the constant attentions of one boy alone.

Sometimes such a friendship formed at fourteen

or fifteen ripens into love and marriage later but

such cases are comparatively rare. Sometimes the

girl is led astray, instead, and brings sorrow upon
herself and family. A safer way is to let the boy
and girl have several friends each, of the op-

posite sex, that they may have broad ideals and
may not be tempted to too intimate association

with any special one. Dr. Latimer says

:

"At this stage of development it is most im-
portant that a girl should put confidence in her
parents and that they should encourage her see-
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ing the right kind of acquaintance of the other
sex. If a girl feels that her parents are glad to

further her intercourse with boys whom they have
reason to like and respect, she will be willing to

give up an acquaintance which they disapprove.

Moreover, it is through a girl's intercourse with
the other sex that she receives one most valuable

part of her social training, namely, the knowledge
how to accept their attentions graciously and also

to protect herself against them when it is neces-

sary to do so."

The formation of true friendships between

members of the same sex, both for boys and girls,

should be encouraged, as ofttimes our firmest

friends in mature life are those who have lived

through the early years with us and known some-

thing of the struggles, real or imaginary, through

which we have passed. Again Dr. Latimer says

:

"Sometimes parents are disposed to disap-

prove of such friendships on the ground that they
are too engrossing and that other claims or duties

are neglected. No doubt this danger does exist.
* # * Occasionally a girl will carry such an attach-

ment to absurd lengths, neglecting her acquaint-

ance, her studies, even her family for this one
ijitimacy. * * * This kind of thing, if kept up for

any length of time, is, of course, detrimental to

a rounded development, but as a matter of fact

the passion burns itself out, like other intense

emotions, in a few months, and either becomes an
extinct volcano or else settles down into a com-
mon-place, every-day regard. If it is kept within

moderate bounds while it lasts it is not a bad
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thing, provided it satisfies two requirements,
namely, that both parties shall be innocent minded,
conscientious girls and that duties or ties which
have a moral claim shall not be neglected for it.

Under undue repression the emotional disturb-
ance at the bottom of it will certainly find some
other means of expression and a girlish friend-
ship is certainly more desirable than a premature
love affair."

And, fathers and mothers, give your boys and
girls permission and opportunity to invite these

friends home with them ; be young with them your-

selves
;
give them no reason to feel that you are

criticising or making fun of them in these first

youthful friendships, but that you sympathize

with them and are yourselves but older friends to

help and advise. In this way, the street and ques-

tionable amusements will have less attraction and
much of the difficulty in keeping the boys and girls

at home evenings will be overcome.

The "party-going" adolescent is usually a hol-

low-eyed, pale-cheeked individual, tired of society

at seventeen or thereabouts and unable to pass

more than mediocre in education. Leave the late

parties for the young man and woman who will

want something different from what they had at

sixteen and will then not be so injured by late

hours and excitement. The occasional evening out

at entertainment or club meeting or even a party

held at a sensible hour is allowable for the boys
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and girls, provided care is used in keeping early

hours and the young people are accompanied

by some older person wlien returning home. This

permitting boys and girls of fourteen, fifteen and

sixteen to come home at eleven or twelve o'clock

at night alone is very unwise and sometimes leads

to much harm. If parents would allow social

gatherings at home and insist that the young peo-

ple are properly chaperoned when attending out-

side affairs, cheap and harmful attractions would

be less alluring and little chance would be given

for boisterous, improper conduct on the street.

The moving-picture show is going to be a hard

subject for parents to manage. These shows can

certainly be made very educative when the right

kind of pictures are displayed amid proper sur-

roundings. While in most cities the law forbids

the attendance of youths under sixteen unchaper-

oned by an adult, this law is often not enforced,

and already boys have been arrested for crimes

of burglary, etc, which they have confessed have

been suggested by these pictures in such attractive

form as to lead them to try their hands at picking

locks, robbing safes and even robbing trains. Ee-

cently, in one of our large cities, little girls, ar-

rested for improper conduct, confessed to the

police authorities that under cover of the semi-

darkness in the moving-picture theaters men have

said vile things to them and have even attempted
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insults. It is a burning shame that an amusement
with such immense possibilities for good as the

kinetograph should be put to such vile uses. To
prevent its harming irreparably the morals of

our youths, parents must either keep their chil-

dren entirely away from any but the absolutely

moral exhibitions or take urgent means to pre-

vent the display of the questionable pictures and
see that the laws are enforced.

What about theater-going for these boys and

girls? To speak of it merely from an educative

point of view, there are certain plays which at

the time the youths are studying history and

literature will give help in understanding char-

acters and events. An occasional play of this kind

may not prove harmful. On the other hand, the

startling, emotional, sentimental, to say nothing

of the morally questionable play, should never be

witnessed by boys and girls at this impressionable

age. False emotions are excited and the youth,

already a bundle of feelings and ready to imitate

the reckless hero or the lackadaisical heroine, may
be greatly injured by over-emotional strain or by

the false ideals and questionable acts and say-

ings. Only the very best plays, therefore, should

be selected and these seldom and then with an in-

telligent explanation of the reason for choosing

them instead of those of another character which

may have more attraction for the youth. The care-
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fnl selection of plays and a truthful and forceful

picture of the trials of life upon the stage will help

to prevent the girls from becoming '
' stage

struck.' ' With stage-life shorn of its glamor, it

is hardly likely that a girl of well-balanced mind,

even if she has some ability, will leave a good home
for the uncertain successes of the theater.

Conscientious scruples forbid many parents

from permitting theater-going for their children.

For these, lectures and musicals can be substituted

and loving, intelligent explanation should be given

for the reasons for prohibiting theater-going until

the young people are old enough to discriminate

and to decide the matter intelligently for them-

selves. But there is always the danger, that if a

boy or girl is absolutely refused certain pleasures

which he craves and which he sees his friends par-

ticipating in, later in life he will go to the very

excesses the parents have tried to prevent. Care-

ful thought and an unbiased judgment should be

exercised on this question. Certainly, substitutes

must be provided for the amusements which it may
seem wise, for one reason or another, to leave

out.

Eegarding dancing as a social activity, I can

not do better than to quote Mrs. Delia Thompson
Lutes again:

"'Where women show bare shoulders and
bftsoin; where nten go but to a nearby bar and
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drink liquor * * * where men hold women and
girls in close embrace and breathe vile, liquor
smelling breaths into their faces, where heavy
midnight lunches are served, very often with wine
as an accompaniment, where the man who is

known to every girl's father as a roue and liber-

tine holds the innocent, pure and true hearted girl

in his arms, where the dancing is kept up until
morning hours and one must either sleep late the
following day to make up, or get up early and
spend hours of weariness and sleepiness—then I
say dancing is wrong—wrong—wrong. And I
say to mothers and fathers, keep your children,
both boys and girls, away from such places as you
would from a pestilence. # * * So you see that I
do not believe dancing of itself is wrong, but that
it must depend upon the conditions accompanying
it and that these conditions must be right. And
in this it differs not from anything else you do.
It depends on how you do it. * * * There is very
little satisfaction in dancing, except it be the
spontaneous exercise and joyous movement * # *

and much of the time there is unhappiness and
harm and injury of health resulting. It amounts
to very little and there are much better things in
life. However, what I waiit you and all my girls
to do is to so live, so strengthen your character^
so that you could dance and do it in the right way,
in the right place, at the right time, with the right
people, and that you would scorn to do it in any
other way.' '

Summarizing the social activities legitimate for

adolescents—games and athletics for both sexes;

clubs, when conducted at proper hours and not
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secretly ; occasional parties with proper chaperon-

age; plenty of opportunities for amusement at

home with chums and acquaintances. These will

in a large measure satisfy the cravings of the

social nature, will help to crowd out desire for

questionable entertainment and will do much to-

ward a proper balancing of pleasure and work.



CHAPTER IX.

MAKING HOME ATTRACTIVE TO YOUNG PEOPLE

Cooperation between parents and children to that end.

WHY are so many of our young people seen

aimlessly walking the streets at night or

frequenting the cheap theatres ? Why is the home
and its influences losing its hold upon boys espe-

cially? Why do so many elopements and early

marriages occur?

These and kindred questions are causing seri-

ous thoughts on the part of conscientious parents.

Their answer reaches back into the home circle

itself, back to the very parents who are wondering

why their homes, provided, perhaps, with all that

money can buy, have so little power to keep the

children in.

Let us ask some counter questions to find out

where the difficulty lies. Are the children, when
small, sent out into the street to play, or is pro-

vision made in their own homes and yards for

their amusement? Must they meet their com-

rades elsewhere, or have they always the privilege

of bringing their friends home for a good time?

Is home bright and cheerful, free from complaints

and "nagging," so that the boys and girls in their

'teens are glad to stay there for their pleasures?

Do the parents apparently shun the children and
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allow no gaiety, or do they make companions of

them and enter into their jokes and frolics?

Here is an example of one home : A boy of four-

teen—a city-bred lad—is fast slipping away from
his parents' confidence and control. He has had
a " paper route" for several years to eke out the

rather scanty income of the family, which neces-

sarily has thrown him much upon the street.

Now, when supper is over, he slips out, if possible

without any explanation. When pressed with

questions as to his destination, he says evasively,

"0, just around the corner," or, "Over to B's

house." But when followed a little later by his

father, the boy is nowhere to be found, and both

parents are now becoming anxious as to his com-

panions and occupations in the evenings. His

sister, two years older, is also deceiving her

mother by pretending to spend certain evenings

with a girl friend but is in reality walking the

street or visiting nickel theatres. And this home
is not among the lower classes; it belongs to the

industrious, semi-educated and altogether moral

class. Though sorely troubled over the boy's re-

ticence, the parents seem helpless to prevent his

nightly wanderings which may end, like so many
others, behind prison bars.

And why are these parents losing their hold

upon their boy and girl? Because they have al-

i
lowed very little company at home; because they
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have sent 'the' children into the street to play in

early evening to save burning a light in the house

;

because they persist in living in a neighborhood

whose influence tends downward rather than up-

ward ; because too little control was exercised over

the children in early childhood and now an at-

tempt to "draw the rein" meets with scowls and
deception, if not open disobedience. The girl has

been kept too closely confined at dish-washing and
the care of two still younger children and has been

given no opportunity for music which she loves.

Now, the adolescent cravings are becoming too

strong to be resisted and the longing for freedom
and independence results in this gradual slipping

away from home environment.

Listen again to what Mrs. Delia Thompson
Lutes says

:

"You shall not blame the girls when they run
the streets at night, when they gather at post-

office and railway station, when they creep off

into dark lanes and shadowed nooks with ques-
tionable companions. The fault is yours, yours,
yours. Their home is not right. It is not at-

tractive. They are not allowed companions. You
scold them, fret and nag at them. You have no
sympathy, make no effort at understanding. You
drive them away from home and onto the streets.

"They long for love and tenderness and under-
standing. If they can not get it at home in abund-
ance they will seek its counterfeit on the street.

"All men are not bad—-neither are all boys—
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but there are a woeful many that are—for the
same reason—their mothers and fathers have not
taught them nor been their friends. Against
these—victims of parents ' ignorance, the criminal,

the irresponsible—you must guard your daugh-
ters. You must teach your daughters that there
are vile beasts under the guise of manhood and
womanhood ever on the watch for such as they;
you must teach them that in patrolling the streets

in an idle, inviting manner, in frequenting pub-
lic places of amusement, railroad stations, post-

offices or other public buildings, they are laying
themselves liable to insult, * * *

"I tell you, mothers of daughters, these

stories of abduction and inveiglement are not sen-

sational scares put up by reformers for the mere
purpose of warning. They are real, every day,

business transactions being carried on between
agents of the lowest, vilest, most infamous of

evil resorts and foolish, ignorant little girls just

such as yours as victims."

I beseech of you fathers and mothers if you

would keep your boys and girls from the

street, if you would prevent their making harmful

friendships, if you would have the home a bulwark

against temptations, make it so attractive that

they will not want to wander away.

"But how can I do this?" Ihear some of you
ask in a puzzled way. Attractiveness does not

lie merely in furnishings, although if these are of

the right sort—neither too good to be used nor so

unsuitable as to invite criticism—they form an
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element. There are other conditions that make
the attractive home and some of these, at least,

even the humblest home may comply with.

Perhaps two conditions which do more to drive

young people out on the street are lack of system,

which results in fretting and nagging, and a dull,

heavy "all-work" atmosphere. It is surprising

ter suited to the age of eagh member—punctual

how regular hours for rising and retiring—the lat-

meals and certain system of work will help to re-

duce the friction and irritation which sends so

many boys and girls to school all "out of sorts" or

drives them into the streets or to other people's

houses to get aw^ay from the confusion and "nag-

ging" of their own homes. The good tempers that

result from regularity in domestic habits will

give the lively, cheerful tone so lacking in many
homes, especially in the morning.

And with the routine of necessary work, en-

courage plenty of fun and laughter. Many a boy,

full of life and mischief, is sent out of doors be-

cause the mother or father "can not stand his

noise" and will not take the pains to enter into

his fun for a little while. When mother has a

headache or father is overtired, an appeal to the

love and sympathy of the youth will often cause

him to use self control and turn his boisterous

mood into one of thoughtfulness and care. Or, a

pleasant occupation or game suggested instead of
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a frolic will give opportunity for the play of

spirits. A boy, or girl either, allowed freedom for

fun at home will not be so eager for the street in

search of activity and excitement.

The "all work and no play" home—where the

only thing expected of the boys and girls when
home from school is work—usually has discon-

tented inmates, who will either take the first op-

portunity to seek pleasure outside or will settle

down into discouraged, unhappy individuals, with

all the heart taken out of them.

Surely, even the busiest home, by planning

ahead, can make opportunities for small plea-

sures ; and work itself can be relieved of half its

burden if done systematically and with a cheerful

spirit.

One of the best ways for holding young people

at home is to allow them social gatherings. As
we have found out before this, in studying the

social instinct, boys and girls are eager for com-

panions of their own age and will have them some

way. Parents sometimes think they can not have

social gatherings for their children without too

much trouble and expense. By social gatherings

I do not mean "parties" in the elaborate sense

in which it is usually understood; Why not set

apart one evening every two or three weeks which

the boy or girl shall feel is his or her own to

invite chums in for a good time? This will cost
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only a little denial of a quiet evening on the part

of the parents. And, parents, if you will join in

with the young people your hold upon them will be

strengthened. But I hear some of you say, "The
children do not want us around in their good

times. They say it spoils their fun to have us

listening to all they say and watching all they do."

When this is the case I believe the fault lies en-

tirely with the parents. Too many parents, when
their children are little, do not enter into their

games or answer their questions properly. They
send them out to keep the house quiet or tidy and

the children soon begin to think that they are "in

the way" and that mother and father are not in-

terested in their pleasures or will criticise or laugh

at them. This feeling increases with adolescence

and the youths are therefore shy and sometimes

sullen if one or the other parent happens to be

within sight or hearing.

I beg of you, fathers and mothers, show sym-

pathy with all that concerns your children in early

childhood and when the "chum" age arrives make
friends of your sons' and daughters' companions,

enter into their fun, guide them in the choice of

pleasures and make them feel that you too were

young once and can understand them. You will

be surprised how pleased they will be to find you

really interested and how proudly they will "show
you off" when they have company.
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And whatever self-denial it will cost yon to in-

terest yourselves thus in your children's doings,

will be amply repaid by the lasting hold upon their

affections you will gain. Companionship at this

age means an influence over them which will guard

and guide them as they, sooner or later, go out in-

to the world to come into contact with those less

noble than yourselves. When they have grown to

manhood and womanhood, when they have their

own home ties, you may still be to them the best

of earthly friends, and in times of perplexity for

either son or daughter you may stand to them as

adviser and sympathizer. Thus, instead of being

lonely, neglected and misunderstood, the aged

father and mother will receive the gifts of love

and reverence from their grown-up children and

will be able to rejoice over the self-denials of

younger days which have borne the matured fruits

of happiness and content.



CHAPTEE X.

SCHOOL LIFE

The reluctant pupil—the studious pupil—cramming—the delicate girl

—lunches—society—relation between teachers and pupils.

WITH the spirit of independence taking

strong hold of youthful ambition, with

desire for a larger life calling out into "the

world, '
' many a boy and girl long to leave school

when about fourteen in order to try their own
wings, and be free from restraint. When school

becomes irksome and interest flags, this is the time

on the part of the parents for firmness of control

coupled with sympathy and a clear understanding

of the abilities of the boy or girl. Frequently,

boys have been literally driven to leave school

and home because of nagging, harshness and lack

of sympathy with their active, roaming tendencies.

Only recently, a boy of fourteen committed suicide

because his teacher scolded him. This is an ex-

treme case, of course ; but perhaps if he had had
the right kind of home control which would have

made the scolding unnecessary, his depressed or

overwrought sensibilities might not have led to

such an awful termination of a young life.

Your boy may be admirably fitted for student

life—may be quick in school and show every sign

of capability for at least a full High school course

;
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yet he hates school because of its confinement,

does not want to apply himself to the harder stud-

ies that come with the first year or two of High

school and longs to go into "business" for a

change. What shall be done with him? If you

feel sure in your own mind that he is capable of

a good education, hold him to school by a firm yet

gentle hand. Reason with him regarding the

future and the necessity for such education if he

would enter any of the professions. His future

success may depend upon your firmness now, for

if his talents or his later desires lead him toward

professional life he will appreciate your good

judgment and realize that but for you he would

have been unprepared to follow out his desires.

Especially will this be so if the wandering spirit is

only a temporary outburst of the adolescent for

freedom and passes away in a few months ' time.

Then he will be ready to apply himself to study

with renewed vigor.

During this time, allow as much freedom as pos-

sible in other ways without ministering to the law-

less spirit. Watch his reading and make moral

teaching strong. Give him change of scene now
and then and make him responsible for a certain

share in the expenses of the home. If he can have

a little of that desire for " business life" satisfied

by opportunities to earn money to help clothe

himself or for club dues or for a pleasure trip, it
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will help to balance the longing to leave school.

Make him feel that as a son he has a share in the

expenses as well as the benefits of the home and
that father depends upon him to take some of the

burdens from his shoulders even during the period

when he is receiving his education.

For the girl capable of study but taken with a

sudden fancy to leave school, there is responsibil-

ity for some of the home duties, thus lifting a few
of mother's cares. Also, if time out of school and
home permits, principles of millinery or dress*

making may be given or a few hours a week spent

in earning "pin money," if the girl's desires take

a business turn.

But there is another side to this question of

continuing school in face of dislike. Perhaps

your boy is slow in his studies and shows natural

ability for something mechanical—carpentry or

managing machinery, for example. If you are

convinced that he will never be successful in the

higher grades of school, then it might be well to

permit him to leave school and put him at the

trade he likes best. But when once he has begun
his trade, hold him to it. Do not allow him to try

first one thing and then another thereby wasting

many precious months of preparation and losing

the training in "stick-to-a-tive-ness" under diffi-

culties. Study him first and be sure in your own
mind what his abilities are and then hold him to
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his trade or his schooling, no matter if he chafes

at first. These suggestions apply to the girl as

well, who may be more capable of millinery or

dressmaking than of higher education in High
school or college.

And what shall be said about the boys and girls

who prefer study to anything else, who from their

early years have been studious and would rather

read or study than play or work? Shall these be

allowed unlimited freedom to develop their men-

tal powers or is there a danger here in direct con-

trast to the truant danger?

Go into the room of the highest grammer grade

or the first year High school. Where are the

round, rosy cheeks, the sparkling eyes of a few
years back? Instead of these, faces are pale or

flushed from mental excitement, eyes dull with

dark circles under them. Why is this? Is it due

merely to the changes coincident with adolescence

or are there other reasons? One who stops to

consider the subjects which the average boy and
girl of fourteen or fifteen are expected to study

will note that they require much mental strain and
this, too, at a time when children are changing and
should not be over-pressed. In this hurrying,

pushing age, the boy must be ready to enter col-

lege at seventeen or thereabouts and the girl at

eighteen or under, so they are pushed ahead;

algebra, Latin, Greek, geometry are crowded into
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their minds in rapid succession and considerable

home study is required. Besides the school

pressure, there may be one or two hours a day
music practice and numerous parties and other

evening entertainments. Is it any wonder, with

the brain and nervous, system thus continually

under high pressure, that the studious girl finishes

High school with strained if not wrecked nerves

and is in no condition to take up the even more
strenuous college course upon which she has set

her heart? Is there no remedy for this over-

pressure?

It seems to me that in suggesting a remedy one

must go back to the early years of school life.

Many children, when they enter school, show
marked ability and are eager to learn and to

'
' get

ahead." These, especially the precocious ones,

are pushed rapidly from grade to grade until at

twelve or thirteen they are ready for the High
school. Then, when the adolescent changes come
and the child, especially the girl, begins to look

worn and is irritable and unstrung most of the

time, the parents realize that she is over-studying

and endeavor to hold her back. But by this time

ambition to excel is strong in the young heart, she

considers it a disgrace now to stay out of school

a few months or to be held back a grade behind her

chums. So, rather than disappoint her, she is al-

lowed to go on, the strain continues, the growing
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mind and already too active nerves are over-

pressed and in a few years ' time the life so full of

promise may be wrecked forever.

To avoid such a catastrophe, why would it not

be better to hold back the bright children a grade

or two in the early years of school, giving plenty

of opportunity for a strong physical foundation,

balancing properly study and play and preparing

gradually for the double strain at adolescence?

When the harder studies at school begin and home
study increases, why not give less time to music

and evening entertainments and more to health-

ful home duties and outdoor exercise? The girl

who graduates from High school at sixteen may
leave a splendid record behind her, but if the

nerves are strained and the body weakened, of

what value is such an education? Better a year

or two longer at school with strong nerves and a

robust body at the close than a phenomenal record

for mental ability and an impaired constitution.

Dr. Hall's idea for the education of girls is in-

teresting to note at this point. Of course, our

schools have not reached his level yet, but much
that he suggests can be carried out at home, and
this supplementary home education, combined

with the mental requirements of the school, will

tend to a saner, better balanced and more prac-

tical education for our girls. He says

:

"The ideal institution for the training of girls
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of twelve or thirteen on into the twenties, when
the period most favorable to motherhood begins,

should be in the country in the midst of hills, the

climbing of which is the best stimulus for heart
and lungs, and tends to mental elevation and
breadth of view. There should be water for boat-

ing, bathing and skating, acquaria and aquatic

life
;
gardens both for kitchen vegetables and hor-

ticulture ; forests for their seclusion and religious

awe; good roads, walks and paths that tempt to

walking and wheeling
;
playgrounds and space for

golf and tennis, with large covered but unheated
space favorable for recreations in weather really

too bad for out-of-door life and for those indis-

posed; and plenty of nooks that permit each to

be alone with nature, for this develops inward-
ness, poise and character, yet not too great re-

moteness from the city for the wise utilization

of its advantages at intervals. All that can be
called environment is even more important for
girls than boys, significant as it is for the latter."

With the present arrangement for study p'eis

iods in school, a child at the critical age should not

be obliged to study more than one hour at home,

so long as he is confined all the forenoon and the

greater part of the afternoon in the school room.

As a rule, when more than this is required it is

either because he does not study faithfully during

the study periods at school or because he is in a

grade too high for him. After five hours of men-
tal concentration he should be free almost entirely

from strain during his hours at home, especially
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at night, when what home study is necessary is

usually done. This does not prohibit reading but

it should be of such a character as not to demand
much close attention.

^Cramming" for examinations should be ut-

terly discouraged. If the daily recitations are

well learned, a hasty review of some of the more
difficult portions of a subject is all that should be

necessary for the average student. Cramming
the mind at the last moment with a jumble of facts

and dates is positively injurious. A student who
depends upon it to pass his examinations may ac-

complish that fact ; but question him a few weeks

later on those same subjects and you will see how
little he knows, for the mind can not retain what
is forced into it without thought or reason and

often rebels altogether by refusing to work at all

and a mental break-down results. Encourage
daily work well done and so long as the schools

still have those instruments of torture, " final ex-

aminations," lead the boys and girls to pass

through them with as little extra pressure and
friction as possible.

The problem arises here of the girl—and
sometimes the boy—delicate in constitution, not

necessarily from over-study up to this time but

from hereditary or developmental weakness. At
the critical adolescent period such a one often de-

velops St. Vitus' dance, hysteria, or runs into
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anaemia and even tuberculosis. Pitiful it is to

see these delicate ones kept on in school, under its

restraints and requirements and breathing in all

probability bad air, because they themselves do

not realize their weak condition and will not will-

ingly consent to leave school or because, as not in-

frequently occurs, the parents are over-ambitious

and do not want her "left behind the others."

Alas ! too often the frail one goes far ahead of the

others in a few short months and is promoted to

the Heavenly Home.

Therefore, with these delicate ones, must great

care and good judgment be exercised. A girl who
can not stand the five hours' confinement and
close application of school-life may be able to

study at home a couple of hours a day without

evil effects. If thus allowed to go on with her

studies, she will not object so strongly to being

taken out of school, and in addition the increased

strength she ought to gain from wise care at home
will soon reconcile her altogether to the enforced

absence. If the mother can take the lessons with

her, all the better; if not, a friend or older com-

rade may be found who, for a small remuneration,

will be glad to keep the girl up in her studies so

that she will not fall too far behind and lose all

ambition. Open air study is the best. Les-

sons learned under a spreading apple tree or on a

cosy porch will be shorn of their monotony and the
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fresh, pure air will give added stimulus to

mind and body. I could cite cases of girls taken

out of school at this age for a year or two because

of delicacy who thus studied a little at home and

were able to return and graduate, of course a

year or two later than their former companions.

But how much more satisfactory such an outcome

than forced attendance with body and mind too

weak to stand the strain and a complete break-

down later.

A very prominent accompaniment of school life

and one which parents sometimes think unneces-

sary is athletics. Because love of the heroic pre-

dominates in boy nature and because " self-en-

largement is caused through physical exploits,"

athletics become the boy's hobby, and baseball,

football, races, pole-vaulting and other gymnastic

feats are the main topics of conversation and ap-

parently the only object in life. This love of

sport must be satisfied to a certain extent or it

may turn into a dangerous channel and the boy

run away to sea or the army or, worse still, be-

come the member of some lawless gang bent upon

thieving or disturbing the peace. There may be

a tendency to put athletics ahead of study. Par-

ents should seek to show the proper relation be-

tween the two—that physical achievement to be

worth while must have a correspondingly de-

veloped mind and to aim for mere physical
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strength without manliness and moral courage is

a low ideal.

With the present hours of High school from
8:30 to 1:30 or 2 o'clock, it is essential that the

boys and girls have a lunch of some sort during

the long mental strain. Mental activity uses up
much vital force and the girl or boy who must ap-

ply himself closely while his stomach is craving

food to supply his brain with this vitality, is labor-

ing against fearful odds and will sooner or later

succumb. Some High schools have a lunch

counter where sandwiches, fruit and cocoa are

provided for a few cents. More frequently, how-
ever, lunches are taken from home or omitted al-

together. The home-brought luncheon should

consist of a sandwich, fruit and a little cake, or

nuts and fruit, or crackers and cheese and fruit

—

not in large enough quantities to spoil the appetite

for the substantial meal upon arriving at home,
unless this is the only lunch for the day. But the

proverbial school girl preference for sweets and
sours leads many an indulgent mother to put up
cakes, candies and pickles or to give the money to

the girl to buy what she likes at the nearby candy
store or bakery. I would almost say that such a

lunch is worse than none at all, for, while hunger
is satisfied for the time being, the nourishment is

not sufficient to repair the waste of brain tissue,

and the student who depends upon such food to
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work out Algebra and Latin will find herself at

the end of the year worn out physically if not

nervously. Better a simple lunch of crackers and

cheese or of one wholesome sandwich than a bag-

ful of sweets.

Of course it is natural that our boys and girls

should want an occasional evening out—a party or

an entertainment to relieve the monotony of

school life. If these pleasures can be given on

Friday or Saturday evenings, it is well—these

evenings should be in a measure the boy's and

girl's own—but with the pressure of school work

the evenings during the early part of the week

should be free from excitement and early retiring

the general rule.

Cooperation of the parents with the teachers

will help to regulate many of the conditions now
seemingly unfavorable to the best development of

our boys and girls. I have known homes in which

the discipline and opinions of the teachers were

continually crticised in the presence of the chil-

dren, and the result sure to follow was impertin-

ence to these teachers and an unwillingness to be

brought under their influence. If the teachers

are really weak and incapable, as sometimes oc-

curs in small schools, then parents should take the

proper means to have better ones installed, with-

out, however, allowing the children to become dis-

respectful or rebellious. If the teachers are what
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they should be in ability and morals, then in cases

of apparent injustice or of misunderstanding be-

tween teacher and pupil, let the parent visit the

teacher and find out the real facts of the case be-

fore criticising her methods. Some parents will

never believe or admit that their children are to

blame for misconduct in school ; it is either some
other child's fault or the teacher's partiality or

injustice. And so the teacher herself is mis-

judged and the children encouraged to persist in

their insubordination.

Now that parents' clubs are being organized in

many of our large cities a better feeling and
understanding is beginning to exist between the

parents and the leaders of education. Much good

can be done if parents, mothers especially, will

take the pains to call upon the new yearly teachers

of their children, find out the weak points in the

children's school work and then at home work in

harmony with the school's efforts and discipline

to bring about more ambition or better behavior.

Invite one or two of the teachers to a meal or to

spend the evening, and the closer acquaintance

thus brought about may be an impetus to the

lagging pupil to do better. In many such ways
the mother can keep in close touch with the school

life of her children and thus the home and school

not be entirely separate institutions which pull

in opposite directions, as they are often said to
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do, but both shall be parts of a great educative

whole, working together in harmony for the

proper education and training of the young.



CHAPTER XI.

COEDUCATION

Clubs and societies—preparation for life after school—value of "polish"

in education.

NOT so very many years ago, it was a thing

almost unheard of that a woman should at-

tend a college for men. Now, the trend in higher

education seems to be toward the union of the

sexes. Young women are inclining toward the pro-

fessions so long held by men alone,—law, medicine,

even civil engineering and architecture. They
are becoming fitted to support themselves and

perhaps a parent or two or to hold places of high

honor in the business world. But are they, be-

cause of this reaching after masculine professions,

as well fitted for their place in the home as wife

and mother? This question has been discussed in

a previous chapter—I refer to it here simply in

connection with permitting exactly the same kind

of education for boys and girls alike, from earliest

school days to college life.

In treating the subject of coeducation, Dr. Hall

quotes from David Starr Jordan, who gives as

the good results of coeducation the following:
4

' Young men are more earnest, better in man-
ners and morals, and in all ways more civilized

than under monastic conditions. The women do
more work in a more natural way, with better per-

97
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spective and with, saner incentives than when
isolated from the influence of the society of men.
There is less silliness and folly where a man Ls

not a novelty. In coeducational institutions of

high standards, frivolous conduct or scandals of

any form are rarely known. The responsibility

for decorum is thrown from the school to the

woman, and the woman rises to the responsibil-

ity."

But Dr. Hall studying the matter from the

feminine standpoint says,

"From the available data it seems, however,
that the more scholastic the education of women,
the fewer children and the harder, more danger-
ous, and more dreaded is parturition, and the

less the ability to nurse children. * * * For one,

I plead with no whit less earnestness and con-

viction than any of the feminists * .* * for the

higher education of women, and would welcome
them to every opportunity available to men if

they can not do better, but I would open to their

election another education, which every compe-
tent judge would pronounce more favorable to

motherhood, under the influence of female prin-

cipals who do not publicly say that it is 'not

desirable' that women students should study
motherhood, because they do not know whether
they will marry. * * * It is utterly impossible

without injury to hold girls to the same stand-

ards of conduct, regularity and strenuous mental
work that boys need. The privileges and im-

munities of her sex are inveterate and with these

the American girl in the middle 'teens fairly

tingles with a new born consciousness." And
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again lie says, "To be a true woman means to be
yet more mother than wife. * * * Sexual rela-

tions are brief but love and care of offspring are
long. The elimination of maternity is one of the
great calamities, if not diseases, of our age."
As I write, several articles have appeared in a

prominent woman's magazine which strongly con-

demn college education for the majority of girls,

—

that is, college education with the curricula of the

present day. The reasons given are that the

courses open to girls, whether in women's col-

leges or in the coeducational institutions are too

masculine and too unpractical for the life the

woman is likely to select. The girl may come out

of college fitted to teach as far as knowledge is

concerned, and, because nothing else is possible to

her, must teach as a means of livelihood whether

she likes it or not. But, by means of the strenu-

ous courses of mathematics, deep burroughings in

the field of literature, uncertain wanderings in the

mazes of several languages, is she equipped to

take up home duties, either in her father's house

or in her own chosen home? Is she, because of

the mental discipline gained at college able to

manage her home on economic principles and to

mother her children in the wisest way?

This question of coeducation, in the sense of

the acquirement of the same branches of learning

that men demand, can not be answered in a mo-

ment. It is already causing deep thought on the
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part of those who would work for woman's best

advancement, and keen study and observation

of the most urgent needs of the girl as a girl and
not as an encyclopedia. At present, each in-

dividual girl, combined with advice from those

who know her best and are unbiased in their

opinions, must decide the matter for herself, until

an education shall be open which shall be both

practical and cultural in its methods, material and

aims.

Personally, I believe it is well for every girl as

well as boy to learn a " trade"—that is, to be

fitted for some one thing which he or she likes

and can do well, so that if support is necessary it

can be accomplished without the friction, heart-

burnings and lost time that must come to those

who, through sudden calamity, are thrown upon

their own resources without one accomplishment

or trade, thoroughly learned, to which they can

turn their hands.

It is often a disappointment to parents to find

their children desiring lines of work entirely dif-

ferent from their own ambitions for them. Will

it not be better to fit the boy and girl for what they

seem endowed—be it manual occupation or pro-

fessional life—than to force them against all the

desires and capabilities of their natures into what

you may have chosen for them, regardless of their

natural bent? Not all can be students, not all
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can be mechanics, but all can be fitted into their

proper places and so that deplorable condition of

a "misfit" in life be avoided—a condition that is

due as often to the ambitions of parents in regard

to their children as to neglect.

Orison Swett Marden says, in his usual stirring

way:

"A child must be developed from the stand-
point of what he is. He may not fit into your con-
ception of what a boy should be. If you find that
the boy is an acorn, do not try to make him a
pine tree or an apple tree. The Creator packed
the possibilities of the oak into an acorn, and as
soon as it begins to sprout it should not be trained
like a vine because the gardener thinks it would
look better as a vine. * * * You can not read the

sealed message which God has wrapped up in

your boy or girl, and you should regard it as
sacred. You should respect the dreams of future
greatness of your son because the Creator may
have intended him for a grand and far-reaching
mission. You can not tell what is going on in

his mind, you can not tell what possibilities are
locked in his brain. He may be perfectly con-

scious at this moment that he was intended for

a much higher place in the world than you are
occupying yourself, and to denounce him, to scoff

at his dreams, to laugh at his predictions for the
future may be a source of great humiliation to

you some day. It may also work incalculable

injury to your boy. A thousand times better

strike him with your hand than blast his hopes
by ridicule or by a cruel, chilling, cutting word."
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Therefore, give the boys and girls a chance to

find out what they like best and then permit them
as thorough a training in that one thing as is

possible. If means are limited, open the way for

them to earn their way through the special train-

ing. Although it may take longer, the result will

be worth the struggles.

When school days are over, instead of encourag-

ing the girl to lead an aimless existence, filled with

parties, novels and clothes, make her responsible

for some branch of the housework, teach her to

take some of the load from mother's shoulders

and fit her by every practical means to be an in-

telligent wife and mother. If she is needed at

home, that will be her most beautiful mission and

the parents should show her that they depend up-

on her and are glad to have her with them as their

comfort and helper. But if she can not be con-

tented at home because her help is not really

needed, or if it is necessary for her to earn some-

thing for the general support of the family, then

allow her to work at some chosen profession, al-

ways, however, under home protection and guid-

ance.

Parents often hesitate to send their daugh-

ters out into the business world because of its

manifold temptations. But temptations assail in

any position or condition of life, therefore the

girl as well as the boy should be taught as early
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as possible to stand firm for the right no matter

who or what shall be against them. Fortified

with a knowledge of sex and the dangers arising

from it, with proper precautions about accepting

invitations from her employers and about being

out nights alone, with a dignified manner at all

times when in her office, with firm determination

to stand for right, and with strong moral and
religious principles behind all, a girl is not very

apt to be led astray. And with the business train-

ing to insure self-support and a congenial, happy
home to come back to at night, she will not be so

ready to marry the first man who asks her hand,

whether he be worthy or not and whether she her-

self be prepared to become intelligent wife and

mother.

While school life continues, what shall be said

about the secret societies of High school and col-

lege? I have heard High school teachers con-

demn in no uncertain terms the fraternities.

They say the pupils come to school the day after

their meetings languid and sleepy and with les-

sons unprepared. And, moreover, the moral in-

fluence has been strongly questioned, especially

where the meetings are held secretly. And yet,

the debating clubs, the literary societies, the foot-

ball and base-ball teams, even the mere social

clubs are educative factors when properly man-

aged and necessary for all-round development.
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But why need these societies be secret? Why can

they not be superintended by a teacher or other

capable individual who will not do what the boys

and girls call "bossing" but will simply advise

and see that everything is carried on in an open
manner? And why must the meetings be held

late at night, causing the members to return home,

sometimes alone, at twelve or one o'clock? One
literary club of which I was a member when a

school girl held its meetings after school hours

and we were just as well satisfied with our feast

of good things for mind and for palate held at

that hour as with an evening affair. But if the

meetings are held in the evening, why can not

sensible hours be kept and parents make provis-

ion for the home-coming both of the boys and the

girls, instead of permitting them to run wild on

the streets in the night hours, when the baser

instincts arise if they ever do? Under sensible

conditions, the clubs and meetings of school have

a rightful place, but they should be so managed
as to be uplifting and not degrading.

Sometimes boys and girls of a practical turn of

mind want to study only those subjects which are

purely scientific—mathematics, chemistry, book-

keeping and the like. They do not see the "use"
of literature, history, drawing, music. But educa-

tion should not consist only of plain, matter-of-

fact, practical knowledge. Acquaintance with the
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great names of literature and history, some ability

to paint and to play, study of nature in all its

forms,—all these exert a refining influence, give

a fund of general information and promote ease

and intelligence in conversation. Good manners
also form an integral part of the education of the

young. Sometimes we see a highly educated per-

son rough and uncouth in manners, and awkward
in society if not an actual recluse. Good manners
are a part of the polish which an all-round educa-

tion should accomplish. The polite, courteous

young men and women will win their way in both

business and social circles much sooner than the

boorish, ill-mannered individuals. The first place

to teach good manners is the home and the next

the school. Untidy table manners allowed at

home will make the youth feel embarrassed and
awkward when he goes into company, if he is at

all observant and self-conscious, besides being a

source of annoyance to the hostess. I knew a boy

of twelve or fifteen—an only child—whose par-

ents, although apparently refined, had permitted

him to be most untidy at his meals. When in-

vited to our house for a meal, he would take up
his meat with his fingers and in other ways greatly

embarrass my father and mother and humiliate

his own parents.

Watch the majority of people in the average

restaurant and the need of teaching careful table
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manners will be apparent. But it is much, harder

for young people to acquire good table manners
.at sixteen than it is to learn them early in child-

hood. And as education should have refining, ele-

vating aims as well as practical, politeness and

;good manners resulting in a general air of

polish—a word hard to be defined in so many
isrords and yet recognized when present—should

be inculcated.



CHAPTER XII.

DEVELOPING LOVE OF NATURE

Cultivating powers of observation. What part shall music and art play?

IN many thoughtful natures, a deep love of

Nature exists, and at the adolescent age,

when emotions of all kinds are awakening, it may
develop into a passion which can not be satisfied

be anything artificial. This trait is a most beauti-

ful one, for it denotes a gentle, sensitive, appre-

ciative temperament—an individual who may de-

velop into a bird-lover like John Burroughs, a

poet of nature like Bryant or Wordsworth, a bot-

anist like Linnaeus. The love of nature lies very

close to the religious instinct, for nature is near to

God, and the youth, when alone with the handi-

work of the Creator of the universe, feels himself

nearer the comprehension of the great mysteries

of life, growth and death, nearer, even, to the very

God himself whom he may be longing to know bet-

ter.

Like all other "gifts," when this love of nature

is inborn nothing but following its call will satisfy.

As well try to make a crow of a nightingale as to

turn the mind of the born naturalist into artificial

business channels. * A young boy, with practical,

unimaginative parents, was of this turn of mind,

and every spare moment out of school was spent

107
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in watching birds, studying insects and flowers or

in long rambles into the country. Of course les-

sons were neglected at times but his teachers

recognized his ability in this one direction and
encouraged him to become a naturalist. But his

father was determined that he should enter busi-

ness and took the boy out of school when in his

early 'teens and put him in an office. But four

bare walls could not satisfy a natural longing for

the freedom of woods and fields and after re-

peated failures in positions, the father realized

that his son, to amount to anything, must be al-

lowed to follow his loved pursuit. So he finally

permitted him to take up studies which would pre-

pare him for his chosen profession. That father

was wise in time to avoid the wreckage of a young •

life cramped in an environment unsuited and un-

congenial.

Whether or not the love of nature is inborn, it

should be cultivated by frequent excursions into

the country, study of flowers, leaves, insects, and
the coloring of landscape and clouds. Now that

biology is one of the studies of the High school,

increased interest in nature must naturally fol-

low ; but do not wait for this study. Begin with

the little children to teach observation of all

things beautiful and wonderful in nature, tell the

story of life in plants and animals, encourage col-

lections of -flowers, leaves and the like, and urge
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the finding out by their own efforts the habits of

bees, ants and other life which comes close to them.

The care of plants at home and of pets, like dog,

cat, bird, gold fish, will not only foster the love for

all living things but will give opportunity for

nature study right at home. The city child espe-

cially, away from natural surroundings, should be

given such chances at home as well as frequent

trips into the country, if he is not to grow up one-

sided and artificial instead of with the free, spon-

taneous activities of nature.

The training of the eye which necessarily comes
from observation of nature is one of the valuable

assets and the refining influence and unconscious

imbibing of information broaden the mind and
cultivate the tastes. How beautifully Whittier

has embodied this in his " Barefoot Boy," which
is never too old to be appreciated:

"Knowledge never learned of schools,

Of the wild bee's morning chase,

Of the wild-flower's time and place,

Flight of fowl and habitude
Of the tenants of the woods;
How the tortoise bears his shell,

How the woodchuck digs his cell

And the ground-mole sinks his well

;

How the robin feeds her young,

How the oriole's nest is hung;
Where the whitest lilies blow,

Where the freshest berries grow,

Where the groundnut trails its vine,

Where the wood-grape's clusters shine;

Of the black wasp's cunning way,
Mason of his walls of clay;

And the architectural plans
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Of gray hornet artisans!

—

For, eschewing books and tasks,

Nature answers all he asks;

Hand in hand with her he walks,

Face to face with her he talks,

Part and parcel of her joy,

—

Blessings on the barefoot boy!"

Music and art, however artificial they may
seem, are really close to natural development, for

musical notes and beautiful coloring abound in

nature. These, therefore, should have some place

in the education of the young. I do not believe in

forcing hours of piano practice upon a child who
has no taste nor ability for music ; nor keeping one

who detests art at drawing and painting simply

because of the culture value they may have.

When the love of either of these branches is in-

born, however, then by all means allow their culti-

vation if possible but not without a good founda-

tion education in the common branches. The

nervous, highstrung, artistic temperament needs

the balance of a practical education. Too many

of our famous artists and musicians have lived

profligate lives, gone insane or died young because

of too much emotional activity with a lack of a

good physical foundation and a properly balanced

education. A child endowed musically or artis-

tically should be given first a robust body by

means of good food and plenty of exercise and

sleep, and second a practical education to offset
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the sensitive, easily unbalanced poise of feeling

and imagination.

I almost pity a child who • is so endowed
musically or artistically that the pursuit of one of

them seems the only course open to him. To
make a good living nowadays in either branch, the

special training must begin in early childhood,

with the best teachers at the very start, and a year

or two abroad as a "finish'' is almost imperative.

All these conditions can not be met without plenty

of money. The poor artist, waiting for the sale

of his mediocre pictures, and the struggling music

teacher with barely enough ability to charge a

livable amount for her lessons are altogether too

common. I would therefore say, if your child

shows marked ability along either line educate

him for this as far as your means will allow but

give him some other accomplishment or trade

which will help to eke out the necessarily small in-

come that he must expect, at least at first.

But those young people who are not naturally

gifted need a certain amount of music and art to

develop the imagination and give culture. Two
or three years of music will enable one to play or

sing a little for his own satisfaction or for the

entertainment of others at simple social affairs.

Some study of drawing and painting will give an

accurate eye and a steady hand as well as ability

to appreciate beautiful paintings.
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In short, the individual who wishes to be

well-balanced and cultured must have the aesthe-

tic side developed as well as the practical. This

brings ease and grace in society, ability to con-

verse on many subjects and an appreciation of the

beautiful everywhere.



CHAPTER XIII.

YOUTHFUL TEMPTATIONS

Truancy—deception—use of narcotics and stimulants—disease—mental

effects of immorality—importance of self control.

SIDE by side with the good tendencies of

heredity comes the evil ones and these begin

now to show themselves very decidedly, as well

as the influences of early environment. With
fairly good heredity and good training the youth

will probably pass unscathed through this period;

but for the boy or girl who has a tainted heredity

and whose environment has not tended to counter-

act the inborn tendencies, it is a severe testing

time.

Parents should watch carefully for lawless,

truant or criminal tendencies. It may come as a

surprise to some to know that the largest percent-

age of criminals is at or near sixteen years of age,

and the next largest a few years later. The daily

papers corroborate this statement. How often

we read of boys anywhere from twelve to eighteen

years of age arrested for burglary, molesting

peaceful citizens or even murder. The mental

turmoil co-incident with adolescence, the desire

for something new and exciting, sensational read-

ing, tainted heredity, a low or morally weak en-

vironment are all influences tending towards a

criminal career.
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It is also the age of truants—school becomes
irksome to the more active natures, home monot-
onous, the adventure spirit comes uppermost and
the youth, if he does not actually run away, skips

his school and other duties as frequently as pos-

sible. This truant-tendency is very important,

for it is often the beginning stage of crime and
when decided is usually hard to overcome.

Dr. Hall says:

"Dislike of school, the passion for out-of-door
life and more universal interests in man and na-
ture now arise, so that runaways may be inter-

preted as an instinctive rebellion against limita-
tions of freedom and unnatural methods of edu-
cation as well as against poor homes. Hunger is

one of the most potent, although often unconscious
causes. The habitual environment now begins to
seem dull and there is a great increase in im-
patience at restraint. * * * The passion to get to
and play at or in the water is often strangely
dominant. It seems so fine out of doors, especially
in the spring, and the woods and fields make it

so hard to voluntarily incarcerate one's self in the
schoolroom, that pubescent boys and even girls

often feel like animals in captivity. They long
intensely for the utter abandon of a wilder life."

To satisfy somewhat this longing for freedom,

as many rambles as possible in the open air should

be encouraged. Travel will also help to satisfy

the craving for new scenes. But when the truant

tendency is pronounced, then comes the time for
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the firmness of control mentioned in a previous

chapter. But the discipline should be just and
never harsh—the boy and girl are independent

individuals now, not passive instruments of obedi-

ence. Especially do those with really wild ten-

dencies resent the command of parent and teacher

but will often become amenable to reason, kind-

ness and sympathy. If the father makes a friend

and equal of his boy and the mother a confidante

and companion of her daughter, the control of

these undesirable traits will be the more easily

accomplished.

Lying and deception in other ways is another

bad characteristic apt to creep out. With some,

truth-telling is very hard, as it seems to them to

interfere with the rights of independent action.

To quote Dr. Hall again

:

" Truth is for friends and lies are felt to be
quite right for enemies. The young often see no
wrong in lies their friends wish told but many
collapse and confess when asked if they would
have told their mother thus. Boys best keep up
complotted lies and are surer to own up if caught
than girls. It is harder to cheat in school with
a teacher who is liked. Friendships are cemented
by confidences and secrets, and when they wane
promises not to tell weaken in their validity. Lies
to the priest and above all to God are the worst.
All this makes special attention to friendships,

leaders and favorites important and suggests the
high value of science for general veracity.
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"The worst lies, perhaps, are those of selfish-

ness. They ease children over many hard places
in life and are convenient covers for weakness
and vice. * * * These lies are * * * most prevalent.
They are also most corrupting and hard to cor-

rect."

Deception in other forms—pretending to do or

be something while really doing the opposite with-

out actually telling falsehoods—is apt to be prom-
inent for at least a time. The youth wants to

stand well in the opinion of his home folks and
also in that of his daily comrades who may laugh

at him for doing or not doing certain things, and
so when parents desire one course and companions

urge another, deception may be resorted to to

blind the parents and yet please the "boys. ' The
boy or girl who is held too strictly by parents—
at least, in his or her own opinion—may pretend,

for example, to stay after school to study when in

reality he or she is away with chums on some
questionable pursuit. Unless the parents are on

the alert, the boy or girl may be led astray in this

manner while apparently doing exactly right.

Sometimes these petty deceptions are prac-

ticed in things legitimate in themselves but be-

cause the youth is reticent, proud, secretive,

ashamed, or merely shy he will not give up his

much prized independence to ask permission and
so does them "on the sly." This sometimes oc-

curs in the best trained children.
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Many parents when they find out these small

deceptions only laugh at them or at the most
threaten punishment if they re-occur. But decep-

tion always begins in these small ways and when
once it has a hold upon the character, the habit is

very hard to break. A boy or girl caught in the

act or even suspected of deception should be rea-

soned with, shown the hideousness of lies acted as

well as told and the beauty of honor. Show also

that after a little no one will trust him and that

out of these little deceptions may grow theft and
embezzlement later. A frank, earnest talk when
the first deception is discovered will often with a

right-minded youth be all that is needed. Then
give opportunities for the display of honor and
truth and teach firmness in standing for the right

no matter who laughs or sneers.

But a little caution here—watch your adoles-

cents when they least expect it, for often when
they appear to be frank and open they are hid-

ing some secret. Be careful not to accuse them
unjustly but watch for indications and proofs and
after you have reproved, then begin to trust them
again, still with watchfulness. This, combined
with tact, love, and strong moral teaching on your
part will almost always bring a reward of truth

and uprightness on their part. When by hered-

ity, deceptive tendencies develop early, strong,

severer measures and closer watching may be
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necessary to overcome it; but if taken in time

there is every encouragement that it can be con-

quered.

Besides the temptation to sexual excesses al-

ready discussed in Chapter II, the use of tobacco

is a great enticement to certain classes of our

youth. Father smokes, uncle smokes, perhaps

even the pastor smokes, and why should not the

boy, eager to assume manly habits, indulge also?

Nor is the smoking habit confined alas ! to boys in

our American "high life." A girl of sixteen or

thereabouts, when rebuked by another girl for go-

ing with a certain boy because he smoked, said,
'

' Oh, that 's nothing ! I smoke myself when I want
to." Shocking, is it not? Yet, when so-called

"high class society" have their smoking clubs

among the women, when popular actresses allow

brands of cigarettes to be named for them, is it

any wonder that many of our girls are becoming
tainted by the pernicious influence?

Repetition aids impression, so I will add one

more to the number of those who have emphasized
the evil effects of smoking for the young. Exami-
nation of children in Chicago brought out the

fact that those who smoke take longer to make a

grade than those who do not. Undoubtedly, to-

bacco "injures the brain, deranges the nervous

system, lowers the life forces, injures the heart
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and lungs" and stunts the growth. "The ciga-

rette habit is the worst form of the use of to-

bacco and the insane asylums today are being

constantly recruited from excessive smokers of

the cigarette." And all for the sake of a bit of

poisonous weed wrapped up in white paper, the

use of which is supposed to denote manliness

!

Example is stronger with the young than pre-

cept, and the father who wishes his son to refrain

from the noxious weed should deny himself the

pleasure (?) of it himself. I have seen fathers

take their small boys into the smoker of trolley

or train with its vile odors and rough occupants.

Is it any wonder that, becoming accustomed to the

sight and odor of tobacco at tender age, the boys

should begin the habit just as soon as possible

and assume the loaferish manner which frequently

accompanies it? Because the imitative instinct

is very strong, the fathers especially have it in

their power to become the hero which their boys

will be only too eager to copy.

The use of stimulants like wines and beer can

not be too strongly opposed. When confectionery

concerns are making candies containing sweet

wines or worse, to tempt the appetite of children

and other minors, it is time strenuous methods

were adopted to prevent the sale of the vile stuff.

Yet, so long as the fathers of our boys vote for

licensed saloons, with bowling alleys and pool
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rooms as attractions, so long as parents allow the

use of beer and wines in the home, just so long will

our young people be exposed to the evils of in-

temperance with all its attendant horrors.

Education concerning the effects of alcohol up-

on the system will do a great deal but home in-

fluence must endorse this and in every possible

way seek to counteract the allurements of the

saloon and its attachments if the boys and girls

are to be kept free from the awful curse of in-

temperance.

The youth who has a mind stored with good

things and whose environment is congenial and

uplifting will not be very easily led into the bad

habits liable to adolescence, unless there is con-

stitutional weakness or extreme nervous pressure,

both of which make it harder to resist temptation.

As I study the children and young people around

me, I am becoming convinced that the underlying

weakness in their training, especially of the boys,

is lack of self control. Self control in eating, in

playing, in exhibitions of temper is rarely taught

to the little children. Consequently, when the

overwhelming impulses of adolescence arrive, the

will lets go and the youths fall an easy prey to

temptations. Why are not the boys taught that

self control in all things lies at the foundation of

character? If they were early taught to hold

their wrong impulses in check, to exercise their
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wills in overcoming faults, they would not so

quickly fall at the first onslaught of the tempta-

tions peculiar to puberty. Especially is this true

of sexual abuse. A boy armed with self control

and a true, pure knowledge of himself combined
with high moral principle will very seldom be led

into wrong practices. And this control over his

instincts will follow him through life and form the

basis of a happy marriage. i i Self control in ALL
things '

' might well be placed before the eyes of

our boys, for only by the exercise of the divinely

given will power will they gain true, pure man-
hood.

The points in the control of the adolescents dur-

ing this severe testing time may be summarized

thus: Plenty of variety in occupation to keep

necessary duties from becoming irksome and

monotonous and to give wholesome work for hand

and brain ; opportunities for free, happy compan-

ionship at home ; firm, kind, just, tactful discipline,

confidential relations with father and mother; and

strong moral and religious teaching and influ-

ences.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OP THE ADOLESCENT

Some failures in religious training—adolescence the time of religious

ferment—conscientious and morbid conscientiousness—church,

and Sunday School attendance—some methods of religious training.

IN these days of careful study of the nature and

needs of young people and of special

emphasis upon all-round development, any

series of articles on adolescent peculiarities

would be incomplete without a study of the

moral and religious nature. A strong phy-

sicial organism and a brilliant intellect without

sturdy moral principle and upright living are as

a dwarfed tree which reaches outward but not

upward. With the newly born interest in child-

study of the past few years, the proper methods

for influencing the young towards a life of right-

eousness are demanding much attention. Parents

and teachers everywhere are asking the question,

"What and how shall we teach our children that

they may become God-fearing men and women?"
That many failures to reach this ideal have re-

sulted even with children reared in the most con-

scientious homes can not be denied. Many, many
times, sad and disappointing as it is, youths who
have been most carefully reared and religiously

taught at home are found in the criminal courts.
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What is the reason for these failures? What
has become of the promise given of old to which

so many parents have clung—" Train up a child in

the way he should go and when he is old he will not

depart from it"? Is there no possibility of its

fulfillment in these later days ? Lies the fault with

religion itself or with the methods of teaching this

religion? Few will answer affirmatively the first

question; some may give a reluctant "yes"- to the

second ; many will state that hereditary tendencies

have been too strong to overcome. That the evil

tendencies of heredity are important factors in

this turning away from early training is a fact

not to be overlooked; but thousands of righteous

men and women today are witnesses of the op-

posite fact: namely, that "Grod so counteracts the

inherited depravity that every child born into the

world has that in him which responds to proper

training and which develops a religious, Godly life

when so trained. '

'

The key to the many failures to produce young
people of noble character is in the misunderstand-

ing of the word "training." To teach is not

necessarily to train. To fill a child's mind with

maxims and principles of right living; to crowd

his memory with verses and long selections are

all right in their way; but this is not training.

Religious teachers are beginning to realize more
and more that religion is an instinct planted in the
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soul, not a covering to be put on and off at will

nor a set of principles to be forced into one's being

from without. "God implanted religion with the

roots of our being, to grow under proper condi-

tions equally with the other elements of our ex-

panding life. * * # God does the planting * * * in

every normal child ; He looks to home and church

for proper care and training.' ' The child, there-

fore, is a germ to be developed, not merely a re-

ceptacle to be filled. His interests, desires, ten-

dencies must be studied and understood and turned

in the right direction by surrounding him with

proper conditions in which he can live out the

principles taught him by word of mouth. Just

as, under proper conditions, the plant-germ re-

sponds with leaf and flower, so a normal child will

unfold into full, free religious being when the con-

ditions through early childhood have fostered and

gradually developed the religious germ planted in

every human being.

This effort to draw out the enfolded possibilities

and to develop them along the lines which the in-

dividual nature suggests is training. Hand in

hand with teaching it forms a powerful influence

which will tend to cement the young life to an up-

right, Christian maturity.

Another cause of failure and an important one

has been the lack of adaptation in religious train-

ing and lack of activity in religion. Our methods
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have been too adult; we have expected of chil-

dren the experiences, feelings and acts of ma-

ture life. Church-going has been enforced with

no simple truths presented for the eager, though

undeveloped, little minds to grasp, with no form of

activity for the restless little feet and hands dur-

ing the long session for " grown-ups. " Many-

adults attribute their extreme dislike for church-

going and anything religious to the discomfort

their active minds and bodies suffered when forced

as children to attend services in which they had
no share or understanding. Fortunately, today

the church is reaching down to the lambs of the

flock and giving them sermons and duties which

appeal both to their understanding and the desire

to be " doing something. '

'

It is of the utmost importance that religious

training should fit each individual child, not only

just at the time when he or she is expected to

take a stand for the right but from the very be-

ginning of life. The difference in individuals is

very strongly marked in the moral and -religious

realm, and study of each child in the home is es-

sential if the training is to be effective.

At about twelve years of age, often before with

girls, the new life soon to awaken in the whole

being, begins to make itself felt in various ways.

Childhood is soon to be left behind ; selfishness will

give place to thoughtfulness of others ; "new prob-
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lems of duty, new mysteries in religion" are to

come in a flood over the young adolescent. The
moral and religious nature deepens and the sense

of right and wrong becomes fully developed. Con-

science becomes active but is uncertain, often

showing itself in mere trifles but apparently un-

heeded in larger matters. Girls make finer dis-

tinctions between right and wrong than boys.

They include immodesty, untidiness, pouting,

carelessness among the wrong acts, while boys con-

sider the greater acts of swearing, stealing, mur-
der, wrong with but little thought of lesser sins.

With the growth of the feeling of independence

in the young soul, the sense of personal responsi-

bility reaches maturity and is associated with the

perfecting of the social instinct. The youth now
gradually comes out of himself and seeks fellow-

ship not only with man but with God, and begins to

realize his moral responsibility to his Creator.

Conscious reasoning—that which lifts man out

of the animal realm into the human—now asserts

itself and the youth puts to the test all that touches

his intellect. He becomes a remorseless critic,

especially of himself: "Why was I born?"
"What am I good for?" are questions with which

he frequently torments himself and which he asks

others, and the ofttimes unsatisfactory answers

sometimes lead an overconscientious youth into

morbid melancholy.
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Moral and religions truths do not escape ques-

tioning and doubts now arise concerning God and

the universe. These doubts and questions, if not

carefully treated, may lead to flippancy and boast-

fulness in religious matters, if not to actual skep-

ticism. They should be respected, for the young

reasoner is simply trying to adjust himself to the

mysteries about which he has hitherto thought

little and an independent mind is not willing to

take these things for granted but must reason

them out in its own way. Many parents and

teachers fail at this point to influence the young

inquirer because of lack of sympathy with his

questions and doubts. There is need, first of all,

of thorough understanding of the nature of the

mind with which the instructor of the young has

to deal. Some young minds are naturally depend-

ent upon others ; they are easily satisfied with the

opinions and convictions of those in authority or

of those whom they love and trust. If doubts

arise in such minds they are likely to be tempor-

ary and easily silenced by the answers of older

people or by the statements of the Bible on the

points in question. But by far the larger number
of minds, especially among boys and young men,

is of the independent type and is not willing to

accept other people's conclusions. This class

needs tact, sympathy and understanding on the

part of those who try to help them. Show the
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young questioner, by guiding Ms reading into the

best literature, that many of his questions have

puzzled the wisest minds of all ages and that some
of them can not be answered by the human mind

;

for if we understood all that puzzles us we should

know as much as God Himself. Above all, show
him that it is the great fundamental truths of our

religion, the great moral principles of life, which

will stand the test. The minor points may drop

away or may simply rest on individual opinion and
desire, but the great truths of God over all, work-

ing in the universe, and in the individual heart,

and of honest, righteous living in the sight of God
and man can never be overthrown or reasoned

away.

"With the physical organism awakening to new
life, with the mental powers almost matured, what
more fitting time than this for conscious religious

awakening and decision? From a study made of

over one thousand men with regard to the time

of their religious awakening, it was found that the

average age for settled religious conviction or

"conversion" was at sixteen years of age. Many
personshave religious experience as early as eight,

ten, twelve years of age, some not until twenty

years; but it is safe to say that the important

time for fixing the choice upon a life of righteous-

ness is anywhere from twelve to twenty years of

.age, with the golden time before sixteen.
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An old, old custom is to make the entrance to

the adolescent period a time for assuming re-

ligious duties. The practice of Bible times bears

this out and even among barbarians the custom
prevails. Prof. Geo. A. Coe, in his book "The
Spiritual Life," cites the following example:

"When an Omaha boy # * * arrives at puberty
he is sent forth into the wilderness to fast in

solitude for four days. To develop self-control,

he is provided with bow and arrows but is for-

bidden to kill any creature. Arrived on the moun-
tains, he lifts up his voice to the Great Spirit in

a song that has been sung under such circum-
stances from before the time that the white man
first set foot upon these shores. The words of

the song are: 'God! here, poor and needy, I

stand !

' The melody is so soulful, so appealingly
prayerful, that one can scarcely believe it to be
of barbarous origin. * * * Do you not perceive

how the very same impulses sway both the In-
dian boy and the boy of civilization ? Here is the
desire to come into personal relations with divin-

ity; * * * here is the most troublesome problem
of youth—that of the life-work."

Therefore, religious teachers are realizing that

these early adolescent years is the time to seek

definite religious expression. The mental condi-

tion is peculiarly adapted for deep and lasting im-

pressions and the youth has now sufficient knowl-

edge of right and wrong and of religious truths to

be able to decide for himself. Even with those
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who have not been religiously trained through

childhood the awakening is often decided and last-

ing. Many cases are on record that show the

working of the divine Spirit in young hearts which

have hitherto been thoughtless and entirely un-

trained in Christian living. Surely, this definite

religious feeling, so universal at this age, must be

a sign that it is the . time ordained by the All-

Father for uniting His children and Himself into

personal relationship.

With those young people who have been re-

ligiously trained through childhood, "conver-

sion* ' may not make any decided change in the

outward life, but personal decision and accept-

ance should be encouraged and public confession

made in order to complete and impress ineffaee-

ably the religious teaching of the earlier years.

"The child who reaches adolescence a Christian

properly trained may have some storm and stress

during this trying period but if properly, looked

after he will come forth settled and fixed in his

religious habits and character for life.
'

'

But even such a youth has need of careful nur-

ture and help, for he has entered upon a new
world and has no previous experience to guide

hinl. Now is the time to give practice in self-

sacrifice and in service for Grod and man, for the

adolescent, with his newly awakened life eager

for activity will "perform duty for the Master
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as at no other time in life." Ministers and mis-

sionaries are made now but young people should

be trained not to overlook the fact that, whatever

the lifecalling, service for the Master can be per-

formed there. Unselfishness and helpfulness at

home, faithfulness and honesty at school and fair

dealing and integrity in business should be made
as much a part of the youth's religion as church

attendance and duties. Religion made a part of

the daily life through childhood and these early,

intense adolescent years will not be in much dan-

ger of losing its hold upon the mature man or

woman. It is the separation between religion

and daily living that makes frivolous, insincere

Christians.

One should not expect the religious awakening,

conversion, or whatever it may be termed, to be

alike in all children. With some it will be only

a quiet, earnest choice, unaccompanied by much
emotion, to continue serving God throughout the

whole life and a desire to make this choice known
in public. With others, it will be a sudden change,

in emotional natures accompanied by much joy

and an eagerness to make it known. Still others,

of sensitive, conscientious temperament, may be

troubled with a heavy sense of sin, and those of

independent, inquiring minds, with the doubts

previously mentioned. Only one who has the con-

fidence of the young person, secretive and shy of
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revealing himself as he is, will be able to read the

heart, know the struggles and guide the steps

aright at this critical and important turning-

point.

Marion Foster Washburne says

:

'

' The period is a difficult one, but, as Dr. Stan-

ley Hall points out, it is supremely the mother's
opportunity. If she can hold her boy's or her
girl's confidence now, can ease their eager young
hearts with an intelligent sympathy, she can prob-
ably keep them from any public commitment.
Perhaps they may desire to confide in the minis-

ter ; if so, let the mother confide in him first. Per-
haps they have bosom friends, passing through
the same stirring experience ; then let the mother
win over these friends. Her object should be to

shelter this beautiful sentiment, to keep it safe

from exposure; above all, to utilize it as a mo-
tive power—as an incentive to nobler action. The
Kindergarten rule is a good one: as quick as a

love springs in a child's breast, give it something

to do. When the love of God awakes thus, give it

much to do. Usually the only way open is to

join the church, to make a public profession. The
wise mother will see to it that there other ways,
urging the young knight to serve his King by
going forth into the world immediately about him
and fighting against all forms of evil, giving him
a practical, definite quest. The result of such
restriction of public speech and stimulation of

private deed, will be a sincere, lowly-minded re-

ligion, so woven with the truest activities as to
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be inseparable from them. Such a religion knows
no reaction."

One great danger should be guarded against in

those natures that are sensitive, conscientious and
nervous,—namely, morbid conscientiousness. As
before mentioned, conscience is extremely active

and only a little more burden laid upon it in some
sensitive natures will turn it from the normal,

trustworthy guide into the morbid torment of an
over-balanced and unstrung nervous system.

Over-conscientiousness often shows itself in mere
trifles while greater matters are overlooked. Eev.

William George Koons in his book entitled "The
Child's Eeligious Life," cites the following ex-

ample: One girl of twelve had it so impressed

upon her mind not to say anything bad about any
one that she was afraid to speak of any one lest

her words should be misinterpreted; and yet she

did not hesitate to say something good about them
whether it was true or not

!

Oftentimes, this morbid conscientiousness fixes

itself upon the question of the life-work. Many
young people "worry and weep" over the ques-

tion of what they are good for and think they

ought to take up some self-sacrificing life-work

when perhaps their abilities and natural desires

would lead them into far different channels. Other

effects of morbid conscientiousness are despond-
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ency, bad temper, emotionalism, lack of decision in

small matters and over-sensitiveness.

This tendency to the morbid conscience needs

very careful treatment. For the underlying cause

look first to the physical condition, for undue bur-

den upon the nervous system, late hours or unhy-

gienic living, will so weaken the whole physical

and mental being that the result may be melan-

cholia. Nutritious but unstimulating food, plenty

of sleep and fresh air are the first essentials foi

the control of such a state.

Next, look to the mental condition. Be careful

in treating questions of right and wrong not ta

lay too much stress upon unimportant details. A
conscience already too active should be trained to

discriminate between large and small questions

of duty, those which affect the life and character

and those which are merely secondary in daily

life and should be accomplished without worry and

self-examination. Sympathy and guidance are

needed, not fault-finding or punishment.

With the youth thus standing at the parting of

the ways, what methods of training will help him
to choose the path that leads to joyous, fully de-

veloped, religious maturity?

First, promote bodily health. Eeligion and

health are very closely connected. Every one

realizes how hard it is to be sweet tempered and

" religious" when the stomach is disordered, the
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nerves unstrung or the strength weakened

through wrong living. Hence, bad temper and

other unpleasant traits in a boy or girl are often

the result of nerve fatigue or otherwise upset

physical condition. Since the conditions leading

to good health in children are largely under the

control of the parents, the responsibility for right

living is very great and good health as promoting

good temper and enjoyment in religious duties

should be one of the aims of the ideal home.

Second, the training at adolescence should con-

sist less of rules and commands and more of ap-

peals to reason, individual freedom and will.

"We must never make the mistake of treating

the adolescent as we treat the younger child.
'

'

"The missing link in our religious training has

been lack of adaptation." No two children can

be treated alike. Some must be appealed to

through reason, others through the sense of right

and wrong, still others through the affections;

and the religious training should always fit the

life of each individual, moulding his disposition

and habits into firm, stable character.

Miss Mosher says:

^ "What is the basis of high principle and noble
living? It is the moral sense; and the home is

the school where the moral sense is educated and
man's ideal is developed. * * * Teach the young
from the beginning the great moral law of cause
and effect—teach them not to look for wealth
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without work, for honor without honesty; teach

them that character stands above surroundings;
that esteem should be bestowed where it is due.

'

7

Third, use self-activity, which is the working

out of the faith that is in them. To develop sym-

pathy, take the boy or girl with you to visit the

poor and teach kindness and self-denial by en-

couraging him or her to carry something of his

own or bought with his own money to a less for-

tunate home. Encourage work in the Junior

Society, the Sunday School or any other avenue

of activity the church offers. Help him to put

in practice in the home unselfishness, helpfulness,

faithfulness in little duties and overcoming faults

of disposition or habit.

Fourth, make religious teaching real by being

yourself what you wish your children to be.

Emerson says, ' '.What you are thunders so loudly

in my ears that I can not hear what you say."

Imitation—hero worship—is strong in the boy

and girl and the best moulding influence is that of

the father and mother who live in their daily lives

the principles they teach by word of mouth. "No
rules or methods of training are good enough or

scientific enough,. to succeed without this personal

element. The Christ-like personality must be

present to give meaning and force to the best

method." This puts the responsibility for re-

ligious training not only upon the pastor and Sun-
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day School teacher but upon the home. It is not

enough that the children be brought under re-

ligious influence once or twice a week and half-

grown boys and girls be forced to attend church

and Sunday School against their inclinations.

Young people will unconsciously become like the

models they see before them day after day, and
if the parents are irreligious and frivolous it is

more than likely that their children will become
the same; or, if the children do turn to a better

way of living, something dwarfed and incomplete

will always hinder them because of this lack of

good home example. How many, many of our

noblest men and women attribute whatever is

good in them to the Christ-like example of father

or mother, or both ! I quote again from Rev. W.
G. Koons:

"0, if parents could be made to feel their re-

sponsibility, and exercise their authority, and
exert their influence for the genuine religious cul-

ture of the children at home, the work of saving
the race would be more than half done. The rest

would be easily and quickly done by the church
and home working together in the church service.

The greatest work of the church is to reach and
save the parents ; save them until they will enter
honestly, intelligently, earnestly, and prayerfully
into the work of saving and training the children.
* * * We want a home religion that enters into

every rule, arrangement and fiber of family life;

a religion that shall be as natural as eating and
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sleeping ; a religion that shall brighten and sweet-
en every atom of family existence. Such a re-

ligion does not appeal to the child as a
luxury added to life, but as an ingrained fiber

of all true and natural life. Such religion will get
into the child's being so early, and so thoroughly,
that the child will be in no more danger of losing
it than he is of losing his backbone. A religion

taken on, or ingrafted, after years of Godless life

will lack this ingrained quality. The lack in the
religious life of our day, the cause of its instability

and unnaturalness is in the failure of the home
during this early period of life."

"What is the basis of high principle and noble
living? It is the moral sense : and the home is the
school where the moral sense is educated and
man's ideal is developed. * # * Teach the young
from the beginning the great moral law of cause
and effect—teach them not to look for wealth with-
out work, for honor without honesty; teach them
that character stands above surroundings; that
esteem should be bestowed where it is due."

And such a home—the Christ-like home—will

prepare beforehand for the religious awakening
of its youthful members and both by example and
wise teachings will bear them out of the import-

ant and anxious period into a life * * grounded and
settled in the faith."



CHAPTER XV,

THE ONLY CHILD: THE ADOPTED CHILD

"T was an only child." How often this brief

A sentence hides longing, regret and the sense

of having missed something good in life and ex-

plains peculiarities otherwise not understood.

And it may mean in very truth, "I was a lonely

child," for only children are too often left to

themselves because of oddities or of jealousy on

the part of others and may feel keenly that they

are alone and no one understands them.

The problem of the only child is becoming a

very real one in these days of what might be

called "intellectualized' affection' ' of married

life in our educated homes. And because the only

child is becoming so prominent a factor in our

homes and schools, he must be reckoned with

and studied in order to develop him normally.

Are, then, only children different from those

who have been raised with companions? In an-

swer to this, it may be helpful to note the results

obtained by Clark University in Worcester, Mass.,

which sent out a series of questions regarding

the traits and difficulties of the only child. Some
of the returns show characteristics not so very

different from other children and some traits

are also to be found in the only boy in a family,,
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the only girl and the youngest child of a large

family.

The best traits mentioned were affection, hon-

esty, obedience and generosity. The worst were
selfishness (very prominent), "spoiled," tem-

per, jealousy, untruthfulness, stubbornness and
haughtiness. Precocity is usually the most prom-
inent trait because of almost constant associa-

tion with adults and of, not infrequently, an un-

usually active mental endowment. Such a child

becomes old beyond his years and carries on his

mind and heart the burdens of the family to an
extent little realized by his elders. He is likely to

be below other children in health and vitality and
mental and physical defects of a grave charac-

ter are common. He possesses less social ability

than other children, for the constant companion-

ship with himself or with older persons makes
him sensitive and shrinking and unable to under-

stand the ways of other children. When playing

with others the desire to rule is strong and may
be accomplished by choosing younger companions
who will look up to him and permit him to lead

or by joining older ones who will indulge him in

his whims and so give him his own way. But
even with this lack of ability to adjust himself

properly to the social sphere, the child longs for

some companionship and will often imagine a

comrade who accompanies him in all his plays and
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to whom he talks as to a real person. The doll

or a dog or a cat very often fills this place, or a

parent may be his ideal friend. These only chil-

dren usually prefer the quieter forms of amuse-

ment and boys like to play with girls rather than

with rougher members of their own sex.

Perhaps the greatest danger to which the only

child is open is imperfect development of the

affections. He has no lessons of sympathy or un-

selfishness to give or to take and when affection-

ate (as he is very likely to be) expends his affec-

tion upon some older person who will pet and in-

dulge him. Association with neighbor children

and companions at school and careful training by

parents may counteract the tendency to selfish-

ness and care of pets and ministering to the needs

of those poorer than himself will tend to awaken
sympathy.

Parents of an only child are in danger of watch-

ing the loved one so closely as to prevent his act-

ing out himself. - Perfection can not be expected

even of the most carefully trained child but, in-

stead, noise and dirt in moderation must be ex-

pected from the only boy and a little healthy tom-

boyishness in the only girl will not do any great

harm. Natural instincts will crop out sooner or

later and the child who is not allowed to be him-

self to a certain degree while delevoping may
break away from all restraint in the adolescent
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years and bring much sorrow to the indulgent but

unwise parents.

To prevent some of the undesirable traits from
becoming fixed in the only child, less indulgence

by parents and other adults and more firmness in

discipline are imperative. It is so easy to give

in to the wants and whims of the only one, so hard

to deny him even if indulgence will be sure to

bring selfishness and an exacting disposition. Es-

pecially at adolescence, when the disagreeable

traits become more prominent, should patience

and firmness be exercised.

Self-reliance is apt to be lacking in these only

ones because mother and father have always been

at hand to help out of difficulties and the child has

the idea that they always' will be. So prepare him

at an early age to fight his own battles, to decide

for himself matters of minor importance that

when he comes to take his place in the world

he may be untrammeled by leading strings and

be fully equipped to push his own way.

Companionship first with children and later

with young people of his own age and less as-

sociation with older persons are necessary if the

only child is to be a social being. Unselfishness,

courtesy and ease in society will thus be gained

unconsciously and these, coupled with a wise, fore-

seeing training by adults will tend to make him
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a thoughtful, attentive son or daughter and a re-

liable citizen.

Because of the frequency of only children and

because of the realization of the fact that these

children are hard to bring up alone, many par-

ents are adopting children to be companions for

their own or to take the place of those they never

had. No more beautiful example of philanthropic,

even missionary, work can be found than the open-

ing of the "childless home" to the "homeless

child." Why should the hearts of the inmates of

those homes unblessed with children be filled with

an unspeakable longing when there are hundreds

of little ones whose hearts are also aching for

the very love and care which such homes might

lavish upon them?

But even now, when adoption is becoming such

a frequent occurrence as to excite little comment,

objections are strongly urged by certain classes

of people. "One never knows what blood one is

getting in adopting a child," is the first objection

generally heard. True; but do parents always

know what blood is in their own children? Do
they always study the heredity on both sides of

the family in order to counteract any known un-

favorable tendencies? The power of environ-

ment now stands about equal with that of heredity

in the minds of students of sociology. Most in-

stitutions holding children for adoption have some
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knowledge of the origin of the inmates, unless they

are foundlings, and will impart such to those de-

siring to know it. I believe one should know as

much as possible about a child's heredity in order

to proceed justly and intelligently in its trainings

but the fear of /'bad blood '.need not deter any

one from giving some little child or older one the

love and cherishing it craves, for proper home
training will certainly be a powerful influence to-

ward right living. Of course, environment can

not overcome all tendencies of heredity. Where
there is drunkenness in the child's family or

hereditary insanity, the chance of overcoming is

not so great, perhaps impossible; but the parent

who knows this, who is willing to take the risk and

who will proceed patiently and intelligently to

counteract will often be unexpectedly repaid.

Another objection frequently raised against

adoption is that the child will prove ungrateful in

later years. But do "own" children never prove

ungrateful? Are parents' hearts never wrung by

the wilfulness and wickedness of their own chil-

dren? Are they always kindly treated in old age

or adversity by those to whom they have given

life and for whom they have struggled and sac-

rificed for many years? "Why, then, is it to be

held against the adopted child as an unpardon-

able offence if, because of some coldness in his

nature or some flaw in his training, he turns away
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from the home of his adoption at the time when he

is expected to be a help and comfort?

I believe one of the reasons for seeming un-

gratitude is due to the fact that the foster par-

ents do not always adopt for love of the child but

for the work they can get out of it. This is par-

ticularly likely to be so when the one adopted has

passed beyond the early attractive years of child-

hood—many characteristics have become fixed by

that time and the love of the foster parents is

not so spontaneous and hence they fail in pa-

tience to deal with the undesirable traits. Con-

sequently, the boy or girl is not taken into the

heart-life of the foster parents, his affections thus

become stunted, he looks upon himself as an out-

sider who is only wanted for the work he can

give, and he naturally breaks away as early as

possible. For successful adoption, love must be at

the foundation and the one adopted should be

made to feel that he or she has a son's or daugh-

ter's place in the home and will bring grief and
unhappiness if he goes away or proves himself

unworthy. If own children as well as adopted

ones were taught to be grateful and shown little

by little the sacrifices of the parents, they would
the more readily begin to lighten the burdens of

those who have done for them so many years.

Youth is naturally thoughtless and unless the

young people are brought to realize the benefits
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of a good home and the blessing of a good father

and mother, it may not be until they are grown

up and have their own burdens to carry that they

will appreciate the sacrifices of others.

It is not always the fault of the adopted child

himself when the parents are not satisfied with

him. More seems to be expected of him than of an

own child and allowance is often not made for his

faults and discipline is apt to be more severe

with him than with an own child. These adopted

ones are apt to be sensitive regarding their posi-

tion and as they see in many cases how differently

own children are treated, is it any wonder that

discontent grows apace? Justice in discipline

and consideration and love in training will do

much to crowd out discontent before it has time

to take root.

Another reason why adopted ones turn out un-

satisfactorily is because of the interference of

outsiders. Neighbors and friends, as a rule, do

not feel at liberty to criticise the treatment by a

parent of its own child nor to set the child up
against the parents. Yet frequently they will

put ideas of discontent into the adopted child's

head by telling him he is not treated as he should

be, or, if mean enough, that he is only living on

charity and ought to have self-respect enough to

go to work and support himself. Many even go

as far in some cases as to lure the boy or girl
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away with promises of a better home either with

them or with some one else. Usually the one thus

influenced jumps from the "frying-pan into the

fire." I know how this outside interference has

worked in several cases and in later years the

ones who would never have left the home but for

some one's influence have turned back to it with

loving affection and appreciation.

To avoid this interference, many people are now
adopting children young enough to carry out the

idea to outsiders that they belong naturally in

the home and the children themselves are brought

up in ignorance of their true birth. This can only

be done when the child is very young. Whether or

not it is wise or just to keep such a one in utter

ignorance of its origin is a question. To do it,

parents often have to deceive in many ways, for,,

for some inexplicable reason, many children, own
or adopted, get the idea that they do not belong

rightfully in the home and come to their mothers

with the question, "Am I your own little child?"

And if this question is answered for the adopted

child in the affirmative and he grows up with the

belief that his so-called parents are his very own,

he is usually deeply wounded or filled with a sense

of injustice when he finds out the truth from other

children at school or from meddling adults. Here
are two cases in point, both of which I am ac-

quainted with: A girl, left an orphan when an
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infant, was adopted by a sister of one of her par-

ents. At seven years of age she was gently told

this fact by her foster mother and it brought no

unpleasant shock with it. She grew up grateful

to the aunt who adopted her but with very tender

thoughts of the real mother whom she had never

known. Another girl, adopted in like manner but

kept in ignorance through childhood, suddenly

found out the truth at the age of fourteen and the

shock was so great it threw her into a nervous

breakdown. Ever after a little bitter feeling to-

wards those who had deceived her was present,

although she did her duty faithfully toward her

foster parents and grew up to be a model daugh-

ter. The evidence from these and other cases

seems to show that it is safer and more just to the

child to tell it of its parentage, at least to a cer-

tain extent, than to keep it in ignorance, at the

risk of its finding out anyway in some undesir-

able manner.

But after the child knows his true position in

the home, he should be shown the kindness of his

foster parents in providing him with those things

which might never have been his but for their

love and sacrifice. Many of the leaders in our

charitable work at the present day who are watch-

ing with extreme interest the outcome of adop-

tion, realize that there is a danger that these

adopted ones will, because of pity for their or-
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phan state, be indulged too much in the homes

that are open to them. This is the other side of

the ingratitude objection and it is certainly right

that appreciation for a good home should be in-

stilled with gentleness and love into their hearts

at an early age.

Because of some of these intricate questions

arising, many feel that the responsibility in adopt-

ing a child is greater than in bringing up one of

their own. But is there any responsibility greater

than that of giving life to a human soul? The child

to be adopted is already in the world and the fos-

ter parents have not that responsibility to answer

for. The risk may possibly be greater but never

the responsibility. The only responsibility rest-

ing upon the foster parents is to endeavor to

train the one who is in the world through no fault

nor will of his own as if it were their own child

and to give him as far as possible the same love

and the same justice and gentleness in discipline.

Then, indeed, in ninety-nine cases out of one

hundred will the adopted child realize the debt

of love and gratitude he owes and will develop

into a help and a blessing.



CHAPTER XVI.

CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONS OP PARENTS AND CHILDREN

Mothers and sons—fathers and sons—mothers and daughters—fathers

and daughters.

PERHAPS the element most lacking in homes,

even in those that are, generally speaking,

pronounced good, is confidence between the par-

ents and children. The boys and girls do not feel

free to come to father or mother with puzzling

questions because they have been "put off" or

deceived so many times when little, they are not

taken into the family councils because still con-

sidered '

' children, ? ? the independent spirit is not

reckoned with, and because of the restlessness and

wilfulness of early adolescence discipline is likely

to be severe in many cases and even unjust. All

these conditions tend to make the adolescent feel

that he is "bossed" by his parents and is not un-

derstood by them, so reticence, sullenness, secret-

iveness and even deception follow.

Dr. Hall says

:

"Parents still think of their offspring as mere
children and tighten the rein when they should

loosen it. Many young people feel that they have
the best of homes and yet that they will go crazy

if they must remain in them. If the training of

earlier years has been good, guidance by command
may now safely give way to that by ideals, which
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are sure to be heroic. * * * The child must now be

taken into the family councils and find the parents
interested in all that interests him. Where this

is not done, we have the conditions for the interest-

ing cases of so many youth, who now begin to sus-

pect that father, mother, or both, are not their

true parents. 7 '

And another prominent writer on child nature

writes,

" At no time in life will a human being respond
so heartily if treated by older and wiser people
as if he were an equal or even a superior. The
attempt to treat a child at adolescence as you
would treat an inferior is instantly fatal to good
discipline. '

'

And Dr. Latimer says,

"Nothing, moreover, inspires confidence be-

tween youth and those in authority over it so

quickly as the absence of interference, and nothing
calms and regulates the agitation of the period so

entirely as the presence of confidence and the

knowledge of sympathy. As someone has said,

'What youth wants most is room.' And if it

recognizes that space to grow in its own way is

willingly granted, not grudgingly conceded, the

great difficulty in the situation is overcome."
So it is evident that the key to the guidance of

the adolescent—and also to his protection—is a
spirit of companionship and equality shown by
parents to their young sons and daughters. If

the itiother has interested herself in all that con-

is i
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cerned her little ones while they were still cling-

ing to her skirts; if she has answered their ques-

tions honestly; if she has not deceived them by
promising and not fulfilling; if the father has

made a companion of his boy and taught him
by his own example as well as by words the prin-

ciples of noble manhood,—then, when the critical

age for both boys and girls arrives and they be-

gin to wonder concerning the great foundation

truths of life, neither parent will find it difficult

to enter into the inner thoughts and feelings of

the children. Too many parents neglect to win
ihe confidence of their children in the early years,

so when the time comes to talk to them about

certain things they shrink from it and either neg-

lect it altogether or get some one else—a grand-

mother or a teacher—to tell those things which

should come only from the lips of parents to the

hearts of their children; or, worse still, leave it

to chance, "instinct," or improper companions

to impart the necessary information.

Mothers of sons, how often have you taken your

boys into your very heart of hearts and talked to

them in a reverential way of the great mystery of

life? Have you prepared them, by accurate

knowledge and moral principle, for the peculiar

temptations which will be theirs in a few years,

—

nay, which may even now be threatening? I know

of one mother who on her boy's fourth birthday
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began to tell him the story of life. Ever after,

as the birthdays came, she told him more and
more about himself and tried, by wise counsel and
accurate information, to prepare him to resist the

temptations sure to come to one of his sex. When
a young man grown, he came in one evening very
much agitated and threw himself on the couch.

She did not probe him for explanation but it was
not long before he burst out with, " Mother,

mother, you have saved me from a great tempta-

tion I" That was all she ever knew but she

thanked God silently that her efforts to make him
pure and strong had not been in vain.

When a lad's confidence is won and he has

talked freely to you of many things, including,

perhaps, his first love affair, real or imaginary,

then never betray his confidence to any one. "A
few mothers are indiscreet and do not well guard

the confidences that are reposed in them and this

naturally causes a young man to discontinue

them. If the mother is wise and has the right

sympathy with human nature as manifest in the

youthful heart, if she sacredly guards confidential

disclosures, her sons and daughters will be en-

couraged to confide in her." Orison Swett Mar-
den says, " Some mothers have a genius for call-

ing out the best in a boy and keeping back the

worst elements. They are like the sunshine which
encourages the tender germ to push its head up
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through the tough turf, when, without its encour-

agement, it would remain below the sod. Love,

the warm, genial teacher, by appealing to the

best in him has saved many a boy from failure

who was called a good-for-nothing, a block-head

at home."

And why do not more mothers teach their sons

the spirit of courtesy to themselves, their sisters

and all womankind—that spirit which is summed
up in the old word "chivalry"? So many, many
times, as I ride in crowded city cars, do I see

young boys selfishly keeping their seats while

elderly people and women are obliged to stand.

I have seen boys crowd their mothers out of good

seats in cars or at public places in order that they

themselves might see better or be more comfort-

able. And why? Because the mothers do not de-

mand that which is rightfully theirs—deference

and courtesy. Why are the girls taught good

manners and politeness while the boys are allowed

to domineer their parents and their sisters, to

be rough and uncouth in manners and exacting

in their demands? At the adolescent age, when
the chivalrous spirit is awakening in the boy, why
not teach him to show politeness and thought-

fulness towards his own sisters as well as to-

wards other boys' sisters? If he becomes the

companion and escort of his sisters, he will be all

the more fit to be a friend of other girls; if he
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learns to be thoughtful of his mother, he will be

considerate of his wife in later years; if he is

taught to pick up his clothes himself, to keep his

room in 'order, to wait upon his mother and sis-

ters instead of expecting them to wait upon him,

he will make the better husband and father and

will not consider himself the most important mem-
ber of the household around whom all its life must
revolve. A boy can be thoughtful of all woman-
kind and still be manly and strong. And the

mother whose aim reaches far into the future of

her boy to prepare him for that young woman
who may one day be her daughter-in-law is lay-

ing a foundation stone in that bulwark of our na-

tion—a happy home.

And what is the duty of the father towards

his son? Sad is it to see in many instances the

son estranged from the father because of lack

of understanding and of sympathy for the boy's

ambitions and abilities, too much severity or in

later years a mere difference of opinion or of

temperament.

To prevent this deplorable coldness, begin to

make companions of the little fellows. They just

love to have father interested in their games and

studies. When they come to you with questions

of how this or that thing works, explain it to them

;

take them with you to places of instruction like

machine shops, factories, electric plants, and by
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thus satisfying their craving for knowledge yon
will bind yourself to their young hearts with un-

breakable ties. Then, when the restlessness and
interrogations of adolescence come, they will

the more readily listen to your words of advice

because you have shown them all along that you
"knew things" and could help them out of diffi-

culties. Confidence thus established in small

things will bring respect and love and you will

be able to talk to them of the great questions

of sex hygiene because you have prepared the

way by this daily companionship all through their

young-, lives.

And 0, fathers, I beseech of you, as you value

the purity and health of your sons, the nobleness

of a clean manhood, the womanly honor of the

daughters of your men friends and of the young

women who may one day be your daughters-in-

law,—I beseech you to warn your sons against

sexual excesses in any form, against allowing the

first smirch to come upon their young manhood,

against the forms of evil so subtle in their attrac-

tions, so awful in their consequences to the human
soul. Uphold the dignity of self-control and of

chaste living. Until you fathers instruct your

sons in these matters, the honor of our young girls

will always be in danger. The mothers can do a

great deal to develop noble manhood but their

influence, to be effective, must be supplemented
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by your example, instruction and wise counsel in

order to guard doubly the unsullied manhood of

our young boys and to protect the maidenhood of

our girls.

Again, the lack of confidence between parents

and children is frequently seen in the attitude of

the mothers and daughters towards each other.

The latter are selfish and demanding, sometimes

saucy and headstrong; the mothers submit to it

because they think themselves "old fashioned"

in requiring obedience, or do not know how to

teach them differently. Again the cure is pre-

vention. The little girls should be expected to

help the mothers in the house, to wait on them

and to prepare little surprises for their comfort

and pleasure. Many girls are selfish because they

do not realize how much labor it costs some one

else to give them the things they want. If a girl

is "fussy" about her clothes and wants new or

freshly laundered ones too frequently, let her

make some of them herself and do her own wash-

ing and ironing to see how hard mother has to

work to satisfy her whims.

Sauciness,—or, as it is sometimes called in ex-

cuse pertness or "smartness"—should never be

permitted in childhood. Many long-suffering

mothers suffer the humiliation of being ordered

about by their exacting young daughters, called

"old woman" and otherwise treated disrespect-
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fully, because these same mothers have overlooked

the sauciness or "answering back" of the little

children. The result is loss of respect and no
mother can hold even her daughters without their

respect to add weight to her attempts at control

and advice. Make friends of these dear girls who
at heart are really longing for your companion-
ship but are too shy to let you know it. Add to

their respect for you affection, sympathy and an
earnest desire to be their friend and confidante

and teach them unselfishness and self-denial from
the very beginning. Then, when the testing-time

of adolescence arrives, you will both be ready for

the deeper confidences which should come from
one to the other as from woman to woman.

And what shall be said of the relations of

fathers to daughters? Sometimes it seems as if

the tie binding the father and daughter together

was the strongest of all. Very beautiful, often-

times, is the thoughtfulness of an otherwise heed-

less girl for her father's comfort and the defer-

ence which the father shows to her young woman-
hood. But the opposite is too often the case;

fathers are light and frivolous with their daugh-

ters; they tease them about their "beaux/' flatter

them if they happen to be pretty, and otherwise

treat them as mere playthings to be admired.

On the other hand, some fathers never seem to

realize that their daughters are growing up and
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have woman's instincts and desires. They treat

them still as little girls, allow them no choice even

in small matters and so dwarf their judgment at

the time when it should be developing. Frequent-

ly, the girls are not permitted the society of the

opposite sex when the social instincts are demand-
ing satisfaction. Girls so treated, unless they

have a deep love for their father, or fear his dis-

pleasure, are very likely to deceive their home
folks by doing on the sly what is forbidden, or

when the reins are loosened a little at seventeen

or eighteen run wild altogether and rush into an

early marriage or worse to avoid the restraints

of home. At best they are apt to be sullen and
4

' cranky.

"

Not flattery, but a little sincere praise when
merited; not flippancy regarding the attentions

of boy friends, but an earnest, helpful talk now
and then on the value of the right kind of mascu-

line friends; not too much strictness but a

loosening of the leading rein little by little com-

bined with justice in discipline, appeals to affec-

tion and to the sense of right and wrong ; not too

lavish a hand in giving spending money but a

little training in business principles by oppor-

tunities to earn some of their money and then by

encouraging them to keep account of its expen-

diture,—a few methods like these in the relation

between fathers and daughters, combined with
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necessary firmness, will greatly help to develop a

true, well balanced womanhood, free from frivol-

ity, vanity and sentimentality.

In concluding this chapter, permit me to quote

again from Orison Swett Marden:

"Instinctively we all love and admire lovely
things, and despise the opposite ; and children will

not love an unlovely thing in a parent or respect
what is not respectable in a parent, any more than
they will in others. You can no more compel the
love and admiration and respect of your child if

you constantly antagonize him and show him the
unlovely side of your character than a young man
could compel a girl to love him by constantly op-

posing her and showing her his meanest and most
contemptible and unlovable traits. Parents must
win and retain the respect and love of their chil-

dren, just as they would win and retain the re-

spect and love of older people, by being kind and
agreeable, by being lovable. * * * The parent's
mind is like a magnet, which attracts the qualities

in the child similar to those which are projected
into the mind. If you hold a mean, weak, timid,

contemptible thought toward a child, those same
qualities which match your thought will come out.

Your own mental attitude, your own ideals of

what they should be, will affect your children.

Hold divine ideals of them. Think of them as

the children God intended them to be—grand,
sublime, glorious in their possibilities."



CHAPTEE XVIL

KEEPING YOUNG WITH THE CHILDREN

The inter-responsibility of the family—father to the mother—to his

family—to himself— as a citizen—mother to her husband—to her

children—to herself—children to the home—to their parents—to each

other—to themselves.

GLANCE with me for a moment at a pic-

ture—the picture of a home with three chil-

dren; girls of eighteen and twelve and a boy of

fifteen. The home is not luxurious in appoint-

ment but comfortable. The father strives con-

scientiously to provide for material needs and to

give a good education to his maturing family.

The mother takes little recreation but unselfishly

devotes all her time to her household that her

girls and only son may be free from care and

responsibility in order to give their full time to

school and social duties.

Outsiders doubtless consider this almost an

ideal family. The children are well dressed and

pleasant mannered. The older daughter is ac-

complished in music and the boy bids fair to grad-

uate with honor from the High school. To all

outward appearance, the home is well regulated

and the children well trained. But—look closer.

While the mother is working hard in the kitchen

or sewing room, the older daughter is doing em-

broidery, reading, playing on her beloved piano
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or enjoying herself at some social affair. The
younger girl sits up late at night, reading her eyes

out, then rises in the morning, cross and unhappy,

just in time to get ready for school. Both girls

must have spick and span waists just so often, no
matter how tired the mother may be with making
or laundering them. While the father is anxi-

ously studying out ways and means during the day
and coming home weary and careworn at night,

too tired to enjoy the company of his only son,

that same son is out on the streets evenings ac-

quiring habits that may mar his whole afterlife.

Here is a family of daughters and son growing

into womanhood and manhood with no responsi-

bility for the work and expenses of the home;
with no unselfish thought for the father and
mother who are using up their best years in toil

for their children ; with the home merely a shelter

in which to eat and sleep, not a place filled with

pleasant occupations and cheerful and instructive

conversation; with none of the beautiful compan-
ionship between themselves and their parents.

There are no loving caresses and words for the

ambitious older daughter or for the awkward
youth, fretful, headstrong and full of life's ques-

tions, or for the "little- girl'" just entering

womanhood, longing for some one to love and to

love her but too afraid to approach the mother

who seems to live in a world apart.
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Perhaps it is love that leads these parents to

such indulgence, perhaps it is ambition for their

children to appear well in "society," but in later

years, when the children have drifted away from
the home which held them by ties no stronger than

material ones, will they thank their parents for

this love which was too unselfish?

But instead of a home of this kind—one-sided

in all its relations—the ideal home will put each

member into his proper relative position and re-

sponsibility of some kind will be shared by each

and every one, from the head of the family

down to the youngest inmate.

First of all consider the responsibility of the

father to the mother. Beautiful indeed is it—but

alas, how rare ! to see the husband of many years

still the lover of the one who, though worn and
perhaps faded because of many cares, is still in

heart the bride of his youth. How. sad mothers'

hearts would be cheered, how dull eyes would
brighten if the husbands, who used to be so

thoughtful in the first few months of marriage,

would bring home a flower occasionally to these

faithful ones unselfishly toiling within the narrow
limits of home or would insist upon an evening at

some social affair or would even perform the little

acts of courtesy and affection which the sensitive

woman hearts long for but are too proud or shy to

demand. Why should the fathers add to the al-
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ready wearing burdens of the mother by coming

home ill tempered and fault finding? Yes, he may
have had a hard day with business, but so has the

mother with sick children or monotonous duties;

yes, he may have had reverses of fortune and not

been able to carry out some pet business scheme,

but perhaps the mother has been equally disap-

pointed at inability to carry out some of her

cherished plans and hopes.

Too many husbands permit themselves to lose

grip upon their temper as soon as they enter the

home, yet they expect the wives and children to be

sweet tempered, the meals prompt to the minute—

-

in fact, every detail must bend to their autocratic

wills. And in the morning mothers and children

heave unconscious sighs of relief when the head of

the house has departed.

Surely, this is not as it should be. A little more
self control, a little patience exercised towards

fretful and it may be* naughty children, a little

self-denial of personal comfort that the mothers

may be relieved for a while from the care of the

babies, a little more sweetness of temper, unselfish-

ness and every day Christianity—these will help

to make the home coming of husbands and fathers

a pleasure to be planned for, not an event to be

dreaded.

Another responsibility the fathers owe the

home is that of sharing in the discipline of the
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children. I have heard mother after mother say,

"My husband is not one bit of good when it comes

to discipline—he leaves it all for me to do."

Fathers, I appeal to your sense of justice—-is it

fair that the mothers should have besides the cares

of nursing the children, making their clothes,

planning the meals, trying to make the income

stretch, the additional burden of control and
punishment without your help? I do not believe

at all in mothers storing up punishment till the

hour that the fathers come home and then pouring

into their ears an account, exaggerated perhaps,

of the children's misdemeanors and expect them

to administer punishment. But father and

mother should be united on methods of discipline

and when he is at home, he should aid her efforts

to bring about obedience and harmony and with a

firm, kind hand train the boys and girls to obey

the mother as well when he is absent as when at

home. Sometimes a refractory child gets beyond

the mother's control, for she is with the children

all the time and they may think they can take

advantage of her. In such cases, the father's in-

fluence will act as a wholesome restraint and may
be the means of saving the child for home and

right.

And the fathers certainly have a duty to them-

selves. It is right that they should assume the

maintenance of the home, but no man is called up-
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on to apply himself so slavishly to his business

that he has no time to enjoy social relaxation, his

health is therefore undermined and mental wreck

becomes imminent, all because he feels he must
respond to all the unnecessary and extravagant

appeals of wife and children. Eather should his

family be in such close sympathy with him that he

is able to gratify a few of his own legitimate de-

sires and to be as well clothed in proportion as

his wife and children. A father in threadbare

coat while his wife and children are dressed in

silk and furs is not likely to keep his self-respect

long. Unnecessary indulgence of cigars, heavy

club dues, theatre parties and the like will not be

desired by the true husband and father if his

means do not allow them; but a certain amount of

pleasure and luxury is his by right and the self-

respecting father will teach his children thought-

fulness for his comfort and will keep himself pure

and clean in life and thought to be worthy of the

home he has established.

And if you want the boys to grow up intelligent

citizens, you must yourself take an interest in

public affairs. Talk about every-day happenings

at the - supper table ; explain the differences in

character and political views of this or that candi-

date for office ; show how honesty, uprightness and
cleanness of living should characterize every true

citizen. "To create an interest in the younger
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members of the household one need only to make
public affairs, philanthropic movements and social

progress topics of conversation and to feel and

manifest a genuine interest in them; the interest

of the boys and girls will soon be aroused, if it

does not grow to exceed that of the parents."

And by being yourself an intelligent, honorable

member of society you will be setting an example

worthy of imitation by that boy upon whom all

your hopes are centered.

And what is the mother's duty to her husband?
'

' To make a home for him, 9
' I hear in reply. But

what is "home"? Is it a place in which to sleep

and eat? A boarding house or hotel may be that.

It is infinitely more than that ; it is the place of

their united abode—whether that be two rooms or

a palatial residence—created into a center of love

and unselfishness; it is the place where noble

ideals are both taught and lived ; it is the training

school -of life from which go forth the men and
women of tomorrow. And only by the influence

of a true-hearted wife and mother can such a home
be maintained.

And the wife should at the very beginning of

her married life interest herself in her husband's

affairs—business, club-life, friends—that he may
feel her sympathy and oneness with him in all

that is right and noble. Too many wives know
nothing at all of the income of their husbands.
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They demand luxury after luxury for themselves

and children and so long as the money is forth-

coming never ask where he obtains it. And to

satisfy these demands, many husbands are led in-

to gambling and crooked dealings which fre-

quently end in suicide. I firmly believe that a

wife should know at the outset what she is ex-

pected to keep her home upon and then should

restrain her own luxurious tastes within the limits

of the income. And by the time the children come
she will have learned economy and ways of man-
agement and will not be so likely to run into un-

necessary expenditure for them.

I can not do better in further advice than to

quote Marion Foster Washburne

:

" These fathers are much what we, the mothers,
make them. If, under the mistaken idea of sav-

ing father from all the worries of the children,

we hurry the youngsters off to bed before he
comes home in the evening, conceal our heart-

burnings over them, do our correspondence-school
work in secret and solitude, meditate in the same
fashion over plans for their up-bringing, talk to

our neighbors but never to him about the daily

troubles, how can we expect any man on earth, no
matter how susceptible of later angelic growth,
to become a wise and devoted father? Tired or

not, he is a father, not a mere bread-winner.
Whether he likes it at the moment or not, it is

for his soul's health for him to enter into the

full life of his family, including those problems
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which are at the very heart of it, after his day of

grinding and very likely, unloving work at the

office. Here love enters to interpret, to soften,

to make all principles live. Here alone he can
give himself to those gentler forms of judgment
which are necessary as much to the completion of

his own character as to the happiness and wel-

fare of his wife and children. Some one has said

that we wrong our friends when we ask nothing
of them; and certainly it is true that we wrong
our husbands when we do not demand big and
splendid things of them."

The mother's duty toward the children follows

naturally her duty to her husband. Certainly she

is not to neglect him for the sake of her children,

neither is she to be so wrapped up in her husband

or in social affairs as to leave the children to the

care of nursemaids. In her anxiety to be a good

mother she need not necessarily indulge her chil-

dren and so make them selfish; but on the other

hand, she should teach them self reliance, economy

and unselfishness. She is the one whose temper

and disposition they will copy if they have not

already inherited it; therefore, she should be

worthy of imitation and by her own self control,

firmness, cheerfulness and love bring out the best

that is in them. But only by doing faithfully her

duty to herself as woman, wife and mother can

she exert the highest influence.

Hear what Mrs. Delia Thompson Lutes says to

every mother in the land

:
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"Too often the mother sacrifices every per-
sonal comfort to the rest of her family, and, as
a consequence, is worn to a frazzle of nerves, her
hands rough and uncomfortable, her face seamed
with lines of worry and care, without personal
adornment or belongings because a growing
daugliter 'needs them more, ' and is too often

jaded, cross, nervous and fitter for a sanitarium
than to be head manager of the firm * Husband,
Wife & Co.'

"As a matter of fact the growing daughter
needs personal adornment less than the mother,
for she has her own fresh young beauty which
needs only keeping sweet and true to nature, while
the mother, grown old before her time in service,

needs brightening and furbishing up.

"In the interest of your families, dear mothers,
I urge you to take greater thought to yourselves.
You are too precious to them to be allowed to wear
out and fade away, but you have so long effaced
yourselves in mistaken devotion that you have
brought upon your own heads a lack of care which
your family will be glad to accord you when once
they are awakened to your needs and rights.

"Eemember that, though you be an honored
mother many times and a wife of long years of
unselfish companionship, you are also an in-

dividual woman created so by God and intended
to have some individual belongings, as many com-
forts as possible and a few luxuries."

And in thus keeping yourself up and insisting

upon your rights you will command the respect of

husband and children and the latter will be less
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likely to grow away from you if you are their

older friend and companion as well as mother.

Very much has been said in this little book

about the duty of parents to the children. Now I

wish to reverse that and speak for a moment on
the duties of children to the home and to the par-

ents.

The ideal home will be governed by a spirit of

courtesy, helpfulness, unselfishness and affection.

How often are homes ruled by selfishness ! Par-

ents withdraw from their children that they may
not be "bothered" by them. Children are dis-

respectful, domineering and thoughtless. If an
aged grandparent lives in the home he becomes too

often the special object for disrespect and selfish-

ness, and the children are unappreciative even of

the parents who have toiled many years to give

them the best advantages. But the fault lies with

the parents. Overindulgence, especially on the

part of the mother, and a wrong idea of parental

devotion make the boys and girls in their 'teens

selfish and exacting just at the time when they

should begin to shoulder some responsibility and
relieve the hard-working father and mother.

The boy and girl who share only the privileges

of the home will not be very ready to share the

financial burden later. If the home duties are

divided among the various members of the

household and are changed around every little
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while to give variety, the hands and minds will be

occupied and trained in healthful, useful ways and

some of the " animal spirits" will be worked off

without waste of energy. The amount of such

work must be determined by the age, health and
time of each individual. A little opportunity to

earn some of the spending money will be a means
of developing the business ability and a cash ac-

count strictly kept will teach methodical habits in

managing money and prevent the pennies from
slipping carelessly through the fingers in ways un-

accounted for.

By these methods and many others children

will learn that they have as much responsibility in

making home happy and agreeable as their par-

ents have and that it is their duty to give to the

home their very best, in temper, in help, in general

behavior.

The hearts of parents are daily saddened by

the ingratitude of these loved ones for whom they

have sacrificed so much. Those who are the most
indulged seem to turn out the worse ingrates, be-

cause they have not been taught gratitude and

thankfulness when little but have taken everything

for granted. So when the home can no longer

supply them they leave it for some alluring at-

traction which promises more. The indulgent

home becomes a kind of pauperizing institution

because everything is given and no return is ex-
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pected, of unselfishness, helpfulness and love. If

the boys and girls are early taught that it is no

more than just that they shall begin to return

just as soon as possible some of the love and
sacrifices showered upon them by the parents and

others there will be fewer incidents of ingratitude,

disrespect and neglect of parents in old age. And
this is true of adopted children also. They should

not be allowed to receive the benefits of a good

home, without being shown that love and helpful-

ness are the rightful returns for what never might

have been theirs if some one had not realized their

lonely lot and been kind and thoughtful of them.

The selfish spirit, so prominent in many homes,

extends also to the relations between brothers and

sisters. It may be they have not been taught to

share with each other their playthings and good

times when they were little, so as they grow up
they become jealous and envious and unwilling to

consider each other's interests. 0. S. Marden
says again:

"Do not do for your children what they ought
to do for themselves. Do not allow them to

trample on the rights of others in order to gratify

their own selfish desires. Show them the beauty
of the Golden Eule, and insist upon their prac-

tising it in their games, with their playmates, and
with older people. Teach them to respect the

rights of others ; and don't forget that they also

have rights which should be respected. * * * If
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we want our children to be brave and large and
grand, strong and self-reliant, we must treat them
with respect, as if they were so."

If courtesy and thoughtfulness are not expected

of the adolescent, the budding desire for self-sacri-

fice will be stopped in its growth and he will soon

settle back into living for his own selfish pur-

poses. And the training must be accompanied by
the example of the parents and the other older

members of the household. A father can not

teach his boy to raise his hat or to give up his

seat to ladies if he does not do it himself ; he can

not expect him to be unselfish in the home if he

himself does not think of mother's or grandpar-

ent's comfort and pleasure.

And it is also right that children should be

taught that they have a duty to perform toward

themselves. It is their sacred responsibility to

care for the body which God has given them; to

refrain from indulgences and practices which will

injure body or mind, to build up a robust physical

organism that the mind and will may not be

hampered by weakness of the body in which they

dwell. As has been said before, the abilities and
desires of each individual should be respected

and room given him in which to expand according

to his temperament and tastes.

And with the parents and children united by

ties of sympathy arid understanding, life's prob-
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lems will be bravely faced by the young aspirants

for noble maturity because they know that, watch-

ing, yearning and praying for them, are those

who have passed through struggle and have over-

come, and that the very God himself, who has

vouchsafed to them the precious gift of life, per-

mits his
'

' greatness to flow round their incomplete-

ness, round their restlessness His rest.

"

And so we close this very incomplete study of

the characteristics and ideals of the adolescent

period. Of course, not all the traits and difficul-

ties mentioned in the preceding pages will be ex-

perienced by every child. A few children of quiet,

moderate temperament, may pass through the

period without much storm and stress; but the

great majority of young persons, especially those

of nervous temperament, will evince a large num-

ber of the characteristics and will test to the ut-

most the patience and ingenuity of parents and

teachers. But it is a noble task to study these

young lives and to endeavor to lead them wisely

and gently into true womanhood and manhood.

Patience, sympathy and love may well be the

watchwords and all extra trouble or thought neces-

sary for the welfare of these ardent young people

will be amply repaid when they "rise up and call

you blessed" for your pains in tiding them over

this, the most critical time of their lives.
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